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A Short Compendium of British Troopships 

Serving Military Bases East of Suez. 
                                       By Geoff Walker 

As the British Empire began to wane, in the 1960-70’s, the Ministry of Defence 

Troopships were kept gainfully employed. British military forces were being 

replaced with downsized units (basically to keep the flag flying), whilst the larger 

contingents of military personnel and their families, were repatriated to the United 

Kingdom from far flung colonies and overseas bases. In many cases this coincided with the granting of 

independence to some fledgling nations. 

In January 1968, the then Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, and his Defence Secretary Denis Healey, 

announced that British troops would be withdrawn, commencing in 1971, from major military bases in 

South East Asia, "East of Aden", primarily in Malaysia and Singapore as well as the Persian Gulf. This 

became known as the “East of Suez” policy. 

Hence, the MOD fleet of Troop Ships became particularly active during this period. These large ships 

were basically passenger vessels on long term charter by the MOD, for the purpose of carrying armed 

forces together with their equipment to and from overseas military bases. These ships were managed by 

well establish British shipping companies and the ships had been suitably modified for the purpose of 

carrying troops, whilst several were purpose built as “Troopers”. 

Other than garrisons in the Middle East, the bulk of troop movement was in the Far East, namely 

Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong as well as repatriating British troops from Korea, following the cessation 

of Korean War Hostilities. Once the Large forces had been withdrawn, it made economic sense that the 

intended smaller forces deployed to these regions could be more easily transported by the Royal Air 

Force or commercial aircraft specifically chartered for the purpose. So, once the bulk of the larger 

military groups had been withdrawn, this would bring about the demise of the “Troopship”. Here is a 

brief insight into the history of some of the better known “Troopers”. 

Photo courtesy Terry Fitzpatrick taken from Pulau Blakang Mati 

HMT Asturias.  At the outbreak of WW2, she 

was converted to an Armed Merchant Cruiser 

for use on the South Atlantic patrols, her fore 

funnel and mainmast were removed to 

improve the capabilities of her anti-aircraft 

guns. In July of 1943 she was torpedoed in the 

South Atlantic but was successfully towed to 

Freetown. With her Engine Room flooded she 

lay there for two years and was finally 

abandoned by Royal Mail. In 1945 again under tow by the Dutch Oceangoing Tug “Zwarte Zee” with an 

escort of seven Corvettes she made her way to Gibraltar for temporary repairs before being towed to 

Belfast for an extensive refit. She then became a Government Emigrant ship and departed Southampton 



12th October 1946 for Sydney, on her first run carrying Migrants to Australia. She continued in this 

service, continuously, until arrival at Southampton at the end of October in1952 after her final return 

from Sydney. On these homeward journeys she carried Australian troops who disembarked for duty at 

Malta or other ports en route. 

In 1952 she was commissioned as a British troopship and on her first voyage departed Southampton on 

20 Nov 1952 - carrying Australian Naval Personnel. as HMT Asturias she arrived at Singapore 11 Dec 

1952. Following this first run to Hong Kong the ship continued trooping from UK to the Far East 

(including repatriation of British troops from Korea and Japan) until her last return to Southampton 27 

Aug 1957. She was released from Sea Transport service on 12 Sept 1957.  

MV. Devonshire. Photographed departing 

Singapore, bound for Hong Kong in 1954.  

Built by Fairlields, Glasgow, she operated between 

1939 and 1967. Gross Tonnage 11,275 and a 

Passenger capacity 1,344 

Devonshire was delivered to the Bibby Line just 

before the outbreak of World War Two. After her 

war service she continued trooping until her sale in 

1962 to the British India Line. She was then refitted 

as an educational cruise ship and renamed the Devonia. She was finally scrapped in 1967. 

SS Dilwara launched in 1935 and 

delivered in 1936 as a Troopship. 

Gross Tonnage: 12,598.  

Owner, British India Steam Nav 

Co., then sold to the China 

Navigation Co., Hong Kong. Last 

Name: KUALA LUMPUR Port of 

Registry: Hong Kong under who’s 

ownership the vessel was 

engaged in the “Haj” Pilgrim trade 

between Malaysia and Jeddah. Sold for demolition in December 1971. 

MV Dunera. The ship was ordered by the British India Steam Navigation Company from the Barclay 

Curle shipyard in Glasgow and when completed was chartered by the government to carry troops. She, 

and her sister ship, Dilwara, represented considerable advance on the older troopships. During the 

Second World War the ships took part in the evacuation from Singapore and landings at Madagascar, 

Sicily, and southern France. Modernization and refit work in 1950 at Glasgow cost nearly £1m, and 

“Dunera” continued in service until trooping by sea finished. She still had plenty of life left in her and 

British India embarked on an experiment, when the company decided she should continue in service as 

Britain's first permanent schools cruise liner. Her achievements paved the way for the introduction of 

other retired troopships into cruising operations. MV Dunera was finally broken up for scrap in Spain in 

1967. 



 

A fine photograph of the MV Dunera in her prime, complete with troops on deck. 

 

MV Empire Fowey. Gross Tonnage 

17,528. Built by Blohm & Voss, 

Hamburg 1n 1935. She was originally 

called the Potsdam and was seized by 

the Allies in Flensburg in 1945. She 

sailed for one year as the Empire Jewel 

before taking the name of Empire 

Fowey in 1946, placed under the 

management of P&O. She was a regular 

caller at Far East ports during the late 

1950’s.  

In 1960 she was sold to Pakistan and became the Safina-e-Hujjaj. She was scrapped in Karachi in 1976. 

 

British troops sunbathing on deck, taken on MV Empire Fowey ca 1959. Just look at the wonderful 

timber decking. This must have been one of her final voyages as a British Trooper before being on-sold 

in 1960. Who was it that claimed being on a Troop Ship was not a pleasant experience? 



 

      RMS Canton. This P&O liner served during WW2 as both an Armed Merchant Cruiser and Troopship. 

Launched on April 14, 1938, the “Canton” of 15,784 GRT was the last P&O liner to have her hull painted 

black, with a white ribbon, whilst her superstructure was all white. Her maiden voyage from the UK was 

to India, Hong Kong, and Japan.  For her day, the SS Canton offered a considerable cargo capability, with 

six holds that had a capacity of 10,341 cubic meters or 365,248 cubic feet, including 927 cubic meters or 

32,730 cubic feet of insulated space. Her passenger capacity was 257 First Class and 221 Second Class. 

On 19th October 1939, she was requisitioned by the Admiralty, and returned to her builders for 

conversion to an Armed Merchant Cruiser and fitted with eight six-inch guns dating from the Great War, 

four on each side. Above the bridge, on the monkey island, a rangefinder and a primitive gun control 

system were installed, enabling Canton to fire a broadside of four guns. Later a ninth six-inch gun was 

fitted on her foc’sle giving her a broadside of five six-inch guns. Her armament was completed by two 

single barrel three-inch high angle guns mounted abaft the funnel, which was shortened in order to 

improve anti-aircraft arc of fire. In August 1942 she was refitted on the Clyde, and equipped with a 

single tripod main mast, mounted forward of a cut down funnel. An extra 6in gun, 2 x 4in guns, 

Oerlikons. and a Kingfisher seaplane were added, as replacements for the Seafoxes. She then joined the 

Eastern Fleet, first at Kilindini, and then Colombo. 

Manned by a largely Royal Naval Reserve personnel, the majority being either serving or former P&O 

crew, her only regular RN officers were the commanding officer and second in command. From May 

1940 until early 1941, she was involved in patrol duties in the South Atlantic, occasionally escorting 

convoys. 



On 23rd May 1944, she arrived at Cape Town for conversion to a troopship. She had steamed 257,967 

miles as an AMC and went on to steam another 20,830 miles as a Troopship during which she 

transported 6825 troops. Eventually, on 28th September 1947 she was redelivered to P&O. After refitting 

with an upgraded passenger capacity, now 297 first class, 244 tourist class, she returned to the UK/Far 

East service. In keeping with company tradition, she was painted white with a buff funnel in place of 

prewar black hull and funnel. Her taller funnel was also reinstated. 

On 3rd October 1962 she arrived at Hong Kong for breaking, the last of the pre-war non-air conditioned, 

passenger ships on P&O's Far East Service. 

 

 

HMS Canton after conversion to an Armed Merchant Cruiser. 

  

The RMS Canton at Singapore some time during 1950’s, having resumed her normal commercial UK to 

Far East passenger service for P&O Lines. She was a popular ship with expatriates travelling to or from 

the Far East. 



HMT. Empire Orwell – Operated between 1936 – 1987, Gross- Tonnage 16,662 and passenger capacity- 

490. Built by Blohm & Voss, Hamburg. 

 

HMT Empire Orwell started her life as the Pretoria. During the war she became a hospital ship and was 

used for the evacuation of the Eastern territories in early 1945. Taken as a war prize in Copenhagen in 

May 1945 she served as the Empire Doon under Orient Line management until 1950 when she 

underwent a major refit and became the Empire Orwell. She was sold to the Blue Funnel Line in 1958 

and became the Gunung Djati, a pilgrim ship, sailing between Indonesia and Jeddah. In 1979 she was 

sold again to the Indonesian navy and spent her last years, trooping as the Tanjung Pandan. She was 

scrapped in Taiwan in 1987. 

A beatiful Portrait 

of HMT Empress of 

Japan (renamed 

Empress of 

Scotland 

The Empress of 

Japan was built at 

the Fairfield Yard at 

Govan, costing 

about £1.5 million. 

The ship's twin 

screws were driven 

by Parsons' single-

reduction, geared 

turbines.  

The main engines developed 30,000 shp on five boilers (leaving one boiler in reserve) for a normal 

service speed of 21 knots. The third funnel was a dummy but served as a ventilator for the engine room. 



On 26th November 1939, the Empress of Japan was requisitioned as a troopship. She had been in 

Shanghai when war was declared and after a crossing to Honolulu and Vancouver, she sailed for 

Esquimalt where a certain amount of work was carried out to fit her for trooping. Her hull and 

superstructure were painted grey and she then left for Sydney, arriving on 22nd December. Shortly 

afterwards she sailed for Suez with a contingent of Australian troops. Returning to Melbourne, she 

sailed again with troops to Suez in the company of the Queen Mary, Aquitania, Mauretania, Empress of 

Britain, and the Empress of Canada. In 1941 the Empress of Japan completed trooping voyages from 

Glasgow to the Cape and Singapore, returning to the UK via Panama, steaming 35,000 miles in 141 days. 

Following the cessation of hostilities, the Empress of Scotland continued trooping, repatriating troops, 

and their families, until she was released at Liverpool on 3rd May 1948. During the years 1939/1948, the 

Empress of Scotland had steamed three times round the world, twice westbound and once eastbound, 

and had sailed five times to South Africa, Singapore, and visited Australia and New Zealand five times. 

She had called at Canadian and U.S. ports on twelve occasions; sailed eight times to India; and post-war 

twice to Japan. In all the Empress of Scotland had steamed 713,000 miles on war service and had 

carried 292,000 troops as well as other passengers. 

 

Built by British India Steam Navigation Co., to celebrate the company's centenary in 1956, SS Nevasa 

spent her first few years trooping. However, as National Service was coming to an end and air transport 

becoming more readily available and efficient, the ship was made redundant and laid up in the River Fal 

in 1962 for two years.  

SS Nevasa was converted to B.I.'s third and largest educational cruise ship at Falmouth in 1964/5. Her 

powerful machinery and fuel capacity gave her a greater range than the other educational cruise ships 

and her anti-roll stabilizers provided greater comfort. She ran alongside the SS Uganda between 1968 



and 1974. However, the SS Nevasa was suddenly withdrawn in January 1975, and sent to breakers in 

Taiwan, a victim of the 1970's oil crisis, which signaled the decline of many, long established British 

shipping companies. 

 

HMT Oxfordshire. The “Oxfordshire” 

was built by the Bibby Line and the 

Ministry of Transport as a Troop Ship 

in 1957, with a Gross Tonnage of 

23,180.  In 1962 she was released to 

the Bibby Line who sold her on to the 

Sitmar corporation in 1964. Renamed 

the Fairstar, she commenced sailing 

between the UK and Australia, 

carrying 1,870 passengers in one class. 

In 1973, she was stationed in Sydney 

and commenced a new venture, 

cruising between the Antipodes, South Pacific, and South-East Asia. Nicknamed the "Fun Ship", she 

provided many with memorable holidays in the tropical sun. She was refitted and repainted following 

P&O's takeover of Sitmar Cruises and sailed for another eight years before escalating maintenance costs 

made her uneconomical to operate, so she was sent for demolition in India during 1997. 

RMS Queen Elizabeth. Perhaps one of the most famous 

troop ships. In 1942 the Admiralty drew up plans to 

convert the two Queens into aircraft carriers, but these 

plans were later abandoned, as it was considered that 

their trooping role, was too important. In April 1942, 

the Queen Elizabeth relocated from Sydney to New 

York. Here the troop accommodation was altered to 

make its capacity 10,000. In June 1942 it began to make 

voyages from New York to Gourock and then to Suez, 

via Cape Town. In August it began a shuttle service 

between New York and Gourock. Despite the ever 

present, threat of U-boats the ship continued its service 

unscathed, although the German press stated that a U-

boat had hit the vessel with a torpedo on 11 November. 

By the end of the war in Europe the Queens had 

brought over a million troops to the war zone. The 

ship's next duty was to repatriate these troops and 

redeploy troops for the war still being waged against 

Japan. The repatriation of American troops continued until October 1945 when the Queen Elizabeth 

was released from US service and allocated to the repatriation of Canadian troops. On 6 March 1946 she 

arrived back in Southampton and was released from Government service as the need for troop 



movements had diminished. During the war it had carried over 750,000 troops and travelled 500,000 

miles. 

 

RMS Queen Mary seen in her wartime grey camouflage livery. 

RMS Queen Mary together with the Queen Elizabeth, were the largest and fastest troopships involved 

in the war, often carrying as many as 15,000 men in a single voyage, and often travelling out of convoy 

and without escort. During this period, because of their wartime grey camouflage livery and elusiveness, 

both Queens received the nickname "The Grey Ghost". Because of their size and prestige their sinking 

was such a high priority for Germany that Adolf Hitler offered the equivalent of $250,000 and the Iron 

Cross to the U-boat commander who could sink them. However, their high speed meant that it was 

virtually impossible for U-Boats to catch them. Once, Germany was nearly successful, whilst the Queen 

Mary was in South American waters, a radio signal was intercepted which indicated that spies had 

reported her last refueling stop, and a U-Boat was waiting somewhere her voyage track. After being 

alerted, The Queen Mary simply changed course, and escaped. 

The passenger ship in our most recent memory acquired to be converted to a Trooper was the                

SS Canberra of P&O Lines. This was during the Falkland Islands conflict, of 1982. 

She was built at the Harland and Wolff shipyard in Belfast, at a cost of £17 million. The ship was named 

on 17 March 1958, after the federal capital of Australia, Canberra. She was launched on 16 March 1960, 

sponsored by Dame Pattie Menzies, GBE, wife of the then Prime Minister of Australia, Robert Menzies. 

She entered service in May 1961, and made her maiden voyage starting in June.  

P&O commissioned Canberra to operate the combined P&O–Orient Line service between the United 

Kingdom and Australasia and designed her to carry 548 first-class passengers and 1,650 tourist class. Too 

big for Tilbury she was based at Southampton. Her first voyage commenced on the 2nd June 1961, via 

the Suez Canal and called at Colombo, Fremantle, Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland, Suva, Honolulu, San 

Francisco, and Los Angeles returning to Southampton by the same ports. By mid-1963 she had spent 



many months in dry dock in Southampton and in the builder's yard for repairs to her electrical and 

mechanical systems. 

The era of mass air travel had begun by the time the Canberra was laid down and air travel prices fell 

relentlessly in the early 1960s to challenge P&O's lowest fares. In the second half of 1962 Canberra 

made a short cruise from Southampton followed by two more to New York. More cruises followed but 

nevertheless, most of the ship's first decade was spent on the Australia run in which she became iconic. 

On 2 April 1982, Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands, which initiated the Falklands War. At the time, 

Canberra was cruising in the Mediterranean. The next day, her captain received a message asking his 

time of arrival at Gibraltar, which was not on his itinerary. When he called at Gibraltar, he learnt that the 

Ministry of Defence had requisitioned Canberra for use as a troopship. Canberra sailed for 

Southampton.  

Following requisition by the Admiralty for trooping duties, and just after 3 days alongside in 

Southampton, SS Canberra had been transformed from a luxury cruise ship to a battle-ready troopship 

and departed at 2000hrs on Friday 9th April for the Falkland Islands. Embarked on her were members of 

40 and 42 Commando Royal Marines, and 3rd Battalion, Parachute Regiment, along with much of their 

equipment. 

 

The Troop Ship “Canberra” with troops embarked, bound for the Falklands. 

Canberra anchored in San Carlos Water on 21 May as part of the landings by British forces to retake the 

islands. Although her size and white painted hull, made her an easy identifiable target for the Argentine 

Air Force, Canberra, if sunk, would not have been completely submerged in the shallow waters at San 

Carlos. However, the liner was not badly hit in the landings as the Argentine pilots tended to attack the 

Royal Navy frigates and destroyers instead of the supply and troop ships. After the war, Argentine pilots 

claimed they were told not to hit Canberra, as they mistook her for a hospital ship. 



Canberra then sailed to South Georgia, where 3,000 troops were transferred from Queen Elizabeth 2. 

They were landed at San Carlos on 2 June. When the war ended, Canberra was used as a transport 

vessel to repatriate captured Argentine soldiers, landing them at Puerto Madryn, before returning to 

Southampton, and a rapturous welcome, on 11 July.  

 

A triumphant return of the “Canberra” to the UK, bringing home the jubilant troops following the 

Falklands Conflict.  

After a lengthy refit, Canberra returned to civilian service as a cruise ship. Her role in the Falklands War 

made her an icon with the British public, and ticket sales after her return were elevated for many years 

as a result. Age and high running costs eventually caught up with her though, as she had much higher 

fuel consumption than most modern cruise ships. Although Premier Cruise Line, had made a bid for the 

old ship, P&O had already decided that they did not want Canberra to operate under a different flag. A 

replacement for the Canberra, the 1988-built Star Princess was transferred to P&O Cruises and was 

renamed Arcadia. 

Canberra was withdrawn from P&O service in September 1997 and sold to ship breakers for scrapping 

on 10 October 1997, leaving for Gadani ship-breaking yard, Pakistan on 31 October 1997. Her deep draft 

meant that she could not be beached as far as most ships, and due to her solid construction the 

scrapping process took nearly a year instead of the estimated three months, being totally scrapped by 

the end of 1998 Obviously, there were many other Troop Ships of distinction, too many in fact, to 

include in this short narrative. 

 

 



Armed Merchant Cruisers, Commerce Raiders, Armed Trawlers, 

Rescue Tugs and Hospital Ships of WW2 

During both WW1 and WW2 allied and axis navies used disguised ships in attempts to entrap their 

opponents into action. These mystery ships, or ocean marauders, could have devastating effects on their 

adversaries. Such vessels were known as Armed Merchant Cruisers (AMC), Q-Ships, or Commerce 

Raiders and consisted of a variety of ship types, all disguised in innovative ways, to lure their 

unsuspecting opponents into a situation where they could be engaged by gun fire or torpedo and 

dispatched to the ocean depths. Commerce raiders did not seek to engage warships, but rather attack 

enemy merchant shipping, the measures of their success was tonnage destroyed (or captured) and time 

spent at large and undetected. The concept originated during WW1, by both the axis and allies, but was 

considerably improved by both sides during WW2. 

The allies, on one hand tended to use these disguised ships more on Convoy escort duties, hoping to 

tempt axis submarines to the surface, they believing the AMC was an innocent cargo ship, whereupon 

the armament was rapidly revealed by the AMC, and the unwitting enemy submarine engaged by gun 

fire, in most cases at close quarters, or, in a few occasions by torpedo. Sometimes it was successful, and 

at other times not so. 

At the other end of the spectrum, the axis believed in sending these commerce raiders to roam the 

oceans sea routes in the hope they encounter lone unsuspecting allied merchantmen, that would fall 

easy prey to their superior armaments. In this regard they were triumphant. Particularly since these 

ships could scan the sea routes for prolonged periods, months at a time, as they were supported by a 

network of supply ships and oilers on a global basis, from which they could replenish. There was little 

prospect of knowing when and where these commerce raiders would “pop-up” since their priority was 

to disable a ship’s radio capability with the first few rounds of gunfire, so that there was little if any 

opportunity of reporting the attack. Ships just disappeared, “presumed sunk” by means unknown. 

 Withing these groups of ships, are several which carved a scar of infamy, mainly on the 

part of the axis, during WW2. Amongst the most notorious Kriegsmarine Commerce Raiders 

were the naval ships, Admiral Graf Spee, Admiral Scheer, Admiral Hipper, Bismark and Tirpitz. Whilst 

their legendary converted commercial “Raiders” comprised of the “Atlantis”, “Pinguin”, “Kormoran” 

and “Thor”, amongst others. Sources state that eleven auxiliary cruisers were operated by the 

Kriegsmarine during World War 2. 

The Kriegsmarine’s “Pocket Battleship” Graf Spee was commissioned in 1936. She was of the 

Deutschland class, a series of three Panzerschiffe (armored ships), a form of heavily armed cruiser, built 

by the Reichsmarine officially in accordance with restrictions imposed by the Treaty of Versailles. 

Admiral Graf Spee was deployed to the South Atlantic prior to the outbreak of World War 2 and 

positioned in merchant sea routes once war was declared. Between September and December 1939, the 

warship sank nine vessels totaling 50,089 gross register tons, before being confronted by three British 

cruisers in the approaches to the River Plate on 13 December. 



Admiral Graf Spee inflicted heavy damage on the British 

ships, but she too was damaged, and was forced to put into 

port at Montevideo. Uruguay, being a Neutral Country, 

refused to extend the period of sanctuary beyond the 72 

hours permitted under the Hague Convention, for ships of 

war. The vessel’s Captain, believing a far superior British 

Force was patrolling off the River Plate awaited him, 

henceforth he ordered the vessel be scuttled in the outer 

roadstead, off Montevideo.   

 

The Admiral Scheer was another member of the 

Deutschland Class of capital ship. Her first operation 

during World War 2 was as a commerce raider, 

operating in the southern Atlantic Ocean. She also 

spent a brief period in the Indian Ocean. During the 

operation, she sank 113,223 gross register tons of 

shipping, making her the most successful capital ship 

surface raider of the war. Following her return to 

Germany, she was deployed to northern Norway to 

intercept shipping on the Russian Convoys. She was 

part of the abortive attack on Convoy PQ 17. After 

returning to Germany at the end of 1942, the ship 

served as a training ship until the end of 1944, when 

she was used to support ground operations against the Soviet Army. She shifted to Kiel for repairs, in 

March 1945, where she was capsized by British bombers in a raid on 9 April 1945. 

Admiral Hipper, the first of five ships of her class, was 

the lead ship of the “Admiral Hipper” class of heavy 

cruisers. The Admiral Hipper entered service shortly 

before the outbreak of war, in April 1939.  Admiral 

Hipper saw a significant amount of action during the 

war, notably present during the Battle of the Atlantic. 

She led the assault on Trondheim during Operation 

Weserübung. In December 1940, she broke out into the 

Atlantic Ocean to operate against Allied merchant 

shipping but did not yield any significant success. In 

February 1941, Admiral Hipper put to sea again, sinking several merchant vessels before eventually 

returning to Germany via the Denmark Strait. The ship was then transferred to northern Norway to 

participate in operations against Russian convoys, culminating in the Battle of the Barents Sea on 31 

December 1942, where she sank the destroyer Achates and the minesweeper Bramble but was in turn 

damaged and forced to withdraw by the light cruisers HMS Sheffield and HMS Jamaica.  

Hitler was disappointed by the failure to sink merchant ships in sufficient numbers so ordered the 

majority of the surface warships scrapped, though Admiral Karl Dönitz was able to persuade Hitler to 



retain the surface fleet. As a result, Admiral Hipper was returned to Germany and decommissioned for 

repairs. The ship was never restored to operational status, however, and on 3 May 1945, Royal Air Force 

bombers severely damaged her while she was in Kiel. Her crew scuttled the ship at her moorings and 

she was demolished between 1948-52. 

Prinz Eugen was an Admiral Hipper-class heavy cruiser, 

the third in a class of five vessels. She served with Nazi 

Germany's Kriegsmarine during World War 2. The ship 

was laid down in April 1936, launched in August 1938, 

and entered service after the outbreak of war, in August 

1940. Best remembered for her exploits with the 

Bismark, and the daring dash through the English 

Channel and her battle with British capital ships that 

eventually sank the Bismark.  

The Prinz Eugen had been detached from the Bismark 

because she was seriously low on fuel. She rendezvoused with the supply ship Spichern to refill her 

nearly empty fuel tanks which had by then only 160 tons fuel left, enough for a day. Afterwards the ship 

continued further south on a mission against shipping lines. Before any merchant ship was found, 

defects in her engines showed and on 27 May, the day Bismarck was sunk, she was ordered to give up 

her mission and make for a port in occupied France. On 28 May the Prinz Eugen refuelled, from the 

tanker Esso Hamburg. The same day more engine problems occurred, including trouble with the port 

engine turbine, the cooling of the middle engine and problems with the starboard screw, reducing her 

maximum speed to 28 knots. The screw problems could only be checked and repaired in a dock and thus 

Brest, with its large docks and repair facilities, was chosen as destination. Despite the many British 

warships and several convoys in the area, at least 104 units were identified on the 29th by the ship's 

radio crew, Prinz Eugen reached the Bay of Biscay undiscovered, and on 1 June the ship was joined by 

German destroyers and aircraft off the coast of France south of Brest and escorted to Brest, which she 

reached late on 1 June where she immediately entered dock. 

In early January 1943, the Kriegsmarine ordered the ship to return to Norway to reinforce the warships 

stationed there. Twice in January, Prinz Eugen attempted to steam to Norway with Scharnhorst, but 

both attempts were broken off after British surveillance aircraft spotted the two ships. After it became 

apparent that it would be impossible to move the ship to Norway, Prinz Eugen was assigned to the Fleet 

Training Squadron. For nine months, she cruised the Baltic training cadets.  

The capital ship had a long and colorful war record which finally ended when the cruiser was seized as a 

war prize and commissioned into the US Navy as the unclassified miscellaneous vessel USS Prinz Eugen 

with the hull number IX-300. A composite American-German crew consisting of 574 German officers and 

sailors, supervised by eight American officers and eighty-five enlisted men under the command of 

Graubart, then took the ship to Boston, departing on 13 January 1946 and arriving on 22 January. 

After arriving in Boston, the ship was extensively examined by the US Navy. Her large GHG passive sonar 

array was removed and installed on the submarine USS Flying Fish for testing. American interest in 

magnetic amplifier technology increased again after findings in investigations of the fire control system 

of Prinz Eugen. The guns from turret Anton were removed while in Philadelphia in February. On 1 May 

the German crewmen left the ship and returned to Germany. Thereafter, the American crew had 



significant difficulties in keeping the ship's propulsion system operational—eleven of her twelve boilers 

failed after the Germans departed. The ship was then allocated to the fleet of target ships for Operation 

Crossroads in Bikini Atoll. Operation Crossroads was a major test of the effects of nuclear weapons on 

warships of various types. The trouble with Prinz Eugen's propulsion system may have influenced the 

decision to dispose of her in the nuclear tests. 

 

The Bismarck was the first of two Bismarck-class battleships built for Nazi Germany's Kriegsmarine. 

Work was completed in August 1940, when she was commissioned into the German fleet. Bismarck and 

her sister ship Tirpitz were the largest battleships ever built by Germany, and two of the largest built by 

any European power.  

The warship's eight-month career under its sole commanding officer, Captain Ernst Lindemann, 

Bismarck conducted only one offensive operation, lasting 8 days in May 1941. The ship, along with the 

heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen, was to break into the Atlantic Ocean and raid Allied shipping from North 

America to Great Britain. The two ships were detected several times off Scandinavia, and British naval 

units were deployed to block their route. At the Battle of the Denmark Strait, the battlecruiser HMS 

Hood initially engaged Prinz Eugen, while HMS Prince of Wales engaged Bismarck. In the ensuing battle 

HMS Hood was destroyed by the combined fire of Bismarck and Prinz Eugen, which then damaged 

Prince of Wales and forced her to retreat. Bismarck suffered sufficient damage from three hits to force 

an end to the raiding mission. 

The destruction of HMS Hood by the Bismark, started a relentless pursuit by the Royal Navy involving 

dozens of warships. Two days later, heading for occupied France to effect repairs, Bismarck was 

attacked by 16 Fairey Swordfish biplane torpedo bombers from the aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal; one 

scored a hit that rendered the battleship's steering gear inoperable. In her final battle the following 

morning, the already-crippled Bismarck was engaged by two British battleships and two heavy cruisers 

and sustained unsustainable damage and heavy loss of life. The ship was scuttled to prevent her being 

boarded by the British, and to allow the ship to be abandoned, to limit, further casualties. Most marine 

experts say that the damage to the Bismark was so severe, she would have ended up sinking anyway. 



 

A wonderful profile of the Tirpitz at sea, likely in 1941. 

The Tirpitz was the second battleship of her class and work was completed in February 1941, when she 

was commissioned into the German fleet. In early 1942, the ship positioned to Norway to act as a 

deterrent against an Allied invasion. While stationed in Norway, Tirpitz was also intended to be used to 

intercept Allied convoys to Russia, and two such missions were attempted in 1942. This was the only 

feasible role for her since the St Nazaire Raid had made operations against the Atlantic convoy shipping 

routes too risky. Tirpitz acted as a one ship fleet, forcing the British Royal Navy to retain significant naval 

forces in the area to contain the battleship against the possibility of a breakout. 

In September 1943, Tirpitz, along with the battleship Scharnhorst, bombarded Allied positions on 

Spitzbergen, the only time the ship used her main armament in an offensive role. Shortly thereafter, the 

ship was damaged in an attack by British mini-submarines, and subsequently subjected to a series of 

large-scale air raids. On 12 November 1944, British Lancaster bombers equipped with 12,000-pound 

"Tallboy" bombs, scored two direct hits and a near miss which caused the ship to capsize rapidly. 

After capsizing, a serious fire broke out causing the eruption of a huge explosion. Between 1948, and 

1957, the wreck was broken up by a joint Norwegian and German salvage operation. Between 1948 and 

1957, the wreck was broken up by a joint Norwegian and German salvage operation. 

Apart from the Capital ship raiders of the Kriegsmarine, significant importance was placed on merchant 

raiders which were converted merchantmen, into heavily armed commerce raiders which could 

masquerade as innocent merchant ships but with a lethal capability. These ships became the scourge of 

the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans. There were numerous such vessels but some of the most 

notorious being the “Atlantis”, “Pinguin”, “Kormoran” and “Thor”, amongst others. 

The German auxiliary cruiser Atlantis (HSK 2), known to the Kriegsmarine as Schiff 16 and to the Royal 

Navy as Raider-C, was a converted German (auxiliary cruiser), or merchant or commerce raider of the 

Kriegsmarine, which, in World War 2, travelled more than 100,000 miles in 602 days, and sank or 

captured 22 ships with a combined tonnage of 144,384. Atlantis was commanded by Kapitän zur See 

Bernhard Rogge, who received the Oak Leaves to the Knight's Cross of the Iron Cross. Atlantis was sunk 

on 22 November 1941 by the British cruiser HMS Devonshire.  



Atlantis was the first of nine or ten merchant 

ships armed by the Third Reich for the purposes 

of seeking out and engaging enemy cargo 

vessels. Atlantis was delayed by ice until 31 

March 1940 when the former battleship Hessen 

was sent to act as an icebreaker, clearing the 

way for the commerce raiders Atlantis, Orion, 

Widder. 

Atlantis headed past the North Sea minefields, 

between Norway and Britain, across the Arctic 

Circle, between Iceland and Greenland, and 

headed south. By this time, Atlantis was disguised as a Soviet vessel named Kim by flying the Soviet 

naval ensign, displaying a hammer and sickle on the bridge, and having Russian and English warnings on 

the stern, "Keep clear of propellers". The Soviet Union still remained neutral at the time. 

Once having crossed the equator, she took the guise of the Japanese vessel Kasii Maru. The ship now 

displayed a large “K” upon a red-topped funnel, being the logo of the Japanese K Line shipping 

company. She also had rising sun symbols on the gun flaps and Japanese characters, to add authenticity 

to her disguise. 

She met the British passenger liner SS City of Exeter.  However, Captain Rogge, was unwilling to cause 

non-combatant casualties, and declined to attack. Once the ships had parted, Exeter's Master radioed 

his suspicions about the "Japanese" ship to the Royal Navy. The following day, Atlantis met a British 

cargo ship, Scientist, which was carrying ore and jute. The Germans raised their battle ensign and 

displayed signal pennants stating, "Stop or I fire! Don't use your radio!" The 75 mm (3.0 in) gun fired a 

warning shot. The British immediately began transmitting their alarm signal, 

"QQQQ...QQQQ...Unidentified merchantman has ordered me to stop", immediately the Germans 

began transmitting in attempts to jam the signals. 

Scientist turned to flee, but on the second salvo from Atlantis flames exploded from the ship, followed 

by a cloud of dust and then white steam from the boilers. A British sailor was killed and the remaining 77 

were taken as prisoners of war. After failing to sink the ship with demolition charges, Atlantis used guns 

and a torpedo to finish off Scientist. 

Having rounded Cape Agulhas where she laid mines, Atlantis headed into the Indian Ocean disguised as 

the Dutch vessel MV Abbekerk. She received a broadcast—which happened to be incorrect—reporting 

that Abbekerk had been sunk, but retained that identity rather than repainting, as there were several 

similar Dutch vessels. Over the ensuing 6 months between June and December 1940 the Atlantis ran 

amok, plundering and sinking allied (an some neutral) ships. In June she sank the Norwegian ship 

Tirranna, and the British cargo ship City of Bagdad, followed shortly thereafter by the passenger cargo 

ship Kemmendine which was bound for Burma. During August she sank the Norwegian Talleyrand and 

the British ship King City. September was her most successful month, having Sunk the British ships Athel 

King and Benarty. Other victims were the French passenger cargo liner Commissaire Ramel and the 

then neutral, Yugoslavian ship Durmitor, which she seized and placed on board a prize crew of 14 

Germans commanded by Lt. Dehnel. Having transferred many POWs from the Atlantis to the Durmitor 

the Yugoslav was dispatched to Italian-controlled Mogadishu.  



In November the Norwegian tankers Teddy and Ole Jacobs were also seized. All ships were generally 

boarded, search and stripped of documents and supplies, prior to being sunk. By Christmas 1940 the 

Atlantis was at Kerguelen Island in the southern Indian Ocean, where she replenished from the German 

supply ship Alstertor. 

In late January 1941, off the eastern coast of Africa, Atlantis sank the British ship Mandasor and 

captured the Bank Line ship Speybank. Then, on 2 February, the Norwegian tanker Ketty Brøvig was 

captured and relieved of her fuel. By April, Atlantis had returned to the Atlantic where, on April 17, 

Rogge, mistook the Egyptian liner Zamzam for a British liner being used as a troop ship or Q-ship. She 

was in fact the former Bibby Liner Leicestershire. During the encounter the second salvo from the 

Atlantis hit the wireless room which was destroyed. 202 passengers and about 140 crew were captured 

and taken on board the Atlantis. 

Following the demise of the Bismark, the Atlantic was peppered by British warships so the Atlantis’ 

Captained abandoned his plans to return to Germany, but instead headed into the Pacific. In doing so, 

she encountered and sank the British ships Rabaul, Trafalgar, Tottenham, and Balzac. On 10 September 

1941, east of New Zealand, Atlantis captured the Norwegian motor vessel Silvaplana. The raider 

continued her patrol in Polynesian waters which did not prove to be particularly fruitful so by the end of 

October 1941 she had rounded Cape Horn and returned to the south Atlantic Ocean. In early and mid - 

November the Atlantis spent time about 500 miles south of St. Helena Island, where she replenished 

fuel to several U-Boats, but unfortunately for her, radio traffic with Kriegsmarine Headquarters had 

been intercepted and decoded by cypher experts which gave a potential location of the raider’s 

whereabouts. Upon receipt of this information, the Admiralty, in turn dispatched the heavy cruiser HMS 

Devonshire to the rendezvous area. 

On the morning of 22 November 1941, Atlantis was intercepted by HMS Devonshire. Atlantis 

transmitted a raider report posing as the Dutch ship Polyphemus. Shortly thereafter, Devonshire 

received confirmation this report was false, so, from a distance of about 8 miles, well outside the range 

of Atlantis's 150 mm (5.9 in) guns, HMS Devonshire commenced fire. The second and third salvos hit 

Atlantis. Several sailors were killed as the crew abandoned ship. Captain Rogge was the last to 

disembark from his doomed ship.  Ammunition exploded, the bow rose into the air, and the ship sank. 

So ended the cruise of the German Commerce Raider Atlantis. Between May 1940, and September 

1941, the Atlantis had been responsible for the sinking or capture of some 22 ships totaling 145,960 

tons. 

The Pinguin was a German auxiliary cruiser which 

served as a commerce raider in World War 2. 

Pinguin was known to the Kriegsmarine as Schiff 

33, and designated Raider F by the British Royal 

Navy. Penguin became the most successful 

commerce raider of the war. 

 

Formerly a freighter named Kandelfels, she was built in 1936, and was owned and operated by the 

Hansa Line, Bremen. She was the sister-ship of Kybfels, and a half-sister of Goldenfels, which had been 

converted into the German raider Atlantis. In the winter of 1939–40, Pinguin was requisitioned by the 



Kriegsmarine and converted to a Commerce Raider. Pinguin was one of the first wave of raiders sent out 

by the Kriegsmarine, sailing on 15 June 1940 under the command of Fregattenkapitän (later Kapitän zur 

See) Ernst-Felix Krüder, in the guise of an anonymous naval transport ship. Penguin's mission was to 

rendezvous with and replenish the submarine UA off the Cape Verde Islands and then to disrupt Allied 

shipping in the Indian Ocean and lay mines off Australian and Indian ports. By this time the Penguin had 

disguised herself at the Greek ship Kassos. he was then to head south to seek out the British and 

Norwegian whaling fleets in the Antarctic.  

Her first victim was the British cargo ship Domingo de Larrinaga, on 31 July 300 miles north-west of 

Ascension Island. She was carrying a cargo of 7000 tons of grain from Bahia Blanca to Newcastle. Once 

sighted by the Pinguin, the Domingo de Larrinaga was ordered to stop, but instead unsuccessfully tried 

to escape, whilst managing to transmit a QQQ distress signal. She was eventually sunk by torpedo from 

the Pinguin, and survivors taken prisoner on board the raider.  

 In August 1940, the Pinguin rounded the Cape of Good Hope, a few days later her seaplane detected a 

tanker south of Madagascar. After much chicanery the sea plane, disguised in RAF markings, deceived 

the tanker with information concerning a raider, into steering a false course which unknowingly to the 

tanker’s Master would take her towards Penguin. The ship had now been identified as the Norwegian 

tanker Filefjell loaded with 10,000 tons of high-octane aviation fuel and 500 tons of oil, under charter by 

the British Government for a voyage from the Persian Gulf to Cape Town. The tanker was eventually 

intercepted by Pinguin, which after threatening gun fire, sent a boarding part and prize crew aboard the 

tanker. It was decided to take Filefjell to a quieter area to decant her 500 tons of oil to the Pinguin, 

following which the tanker was sunk by gunfire.  

The Pinguin continued her rampage of the world’s major ocean sea routes uninterrupted, during which 

one of her most notable exploits was the capture of the entire Norwegian Whaling Fleet at South 

Georgia in the south Atlantic, without a single shot being fired and without a single casualty. More than 

36,000 tons of shipping, a supply-ship, two factory ships, 11 whalers, 20,000 tons of whale oil with a 

value of over four million US dollars, and 10,000 tons of fuel oil was captured.  

Pinguin's operation against the Norwegian whaling fleet was the single most successful achievement by 

a German auxiliary cruiser in World War 2. More than 36,000 tons of shipping, a supply-ship, two factory 

ships, 11 whalers, 20,000 tons of whale oil with a value of over four million US dollars, and 10,000 tons 

of fuel oil were captured. This was all done without a single shot being fired and without any casualties. 

The last ship to be encountered and sunk by Penguin was the tanker British Emperor on 7th May 1941, in 

the north-west sector of the Indian Ocean, close to the Straits of Hormuz. Following a prolonged 

encounter, in which the tanker tried unsuccessfully to escape, she was sunk by torpedo. However, the 

tanker did manage to transmit a QQQ emergency signal which was detected by British Radio Operators 

on board the British Cruiser HMS Cornwall 500 nautical miles to the south of Pinguin. HMS Cornwall 

altered course to the north on the assumption that Pinguin would head south, which she did. On 8 May 

1941, Pinguin was spotted on the horizon by the British warship, having earlier been detected by the 

Walrus amphibian aircraft from the cruiser Cornwall.  HMS Cornwall closed in on the Penguin, which by 

now her real identity had been ascertained. An exchange of gunfire followed during which the Penguin 

inflicted minor damage to HMS Cornwall. Nevertheless, the Penguin was hit by a full salvo from the 

British warship. One of the shells hit hold 5, detonating the 130 high-explosive mines stored there. A 

huge explosion resulted, causing the Penguin to be blown to pieces, the remains of her sinking within a 



few seconds. Cornwall's boats picked up 60 members of Pinguin's crew and 24 of her former prisoners. 

Of the 401 Germans aboard Pinguin only three officers, one prize officer and 57 petty officers and men 

survived. Of the 238 prisoners on Pinguin only nine officers and 15 seamen survived. 214 prisoners and 

341 of Pinguin's crew were killed, including her Captain. 

Schiff 33 had sailed over 59,000 miles in 357 days at sea. She sank or captured 28 ships, a total of 

136,642 gross register tons. 52,000 tons was sent back to Germany under prize crews. A further four 

ships were sunk by mines, a total of 18,068 tons. Pinguin's grand total amounts to 154,710 gross tons. 

Pinguin was the first of the German Auxiliary Cruisers to be sunk. 

 

The German Commerce Raider 

Kormoran – innocent looking but 

deadly in action. Originally the 

merchant vessel Steiermark, the 

ship was acquired by the German 

navy following the outbreak of 

war for conversion into a raider, 

under the designated name 

Kormoran or Schiff 41 to the 

Allies she was known as Raider G.  

She was launched in 1938 and reclassified as an Armed Cruiser in 1940. Korvettenkapitän (Lieutenant 

Commander) Theodor Detmers was selected to command Schiff 41, and was the youngest Captain of 

any German Armed Raider during world War 2. The Komoran’s main claim to fame was her sinking of 

the Australian cruiser HMAS Sydney, in the Indian Ocean, 170 miles south-west of Carnarvon, Western 

Australia.  

Following commissioning and preparations for a one - year voyage, the raider departed on 3 December 

1940, and once she cleared German waters on 10 December, her disguise was changed from a 

minesweeper to the Soviet freighter Vyacheslav Molotov. The Royal Navy had blockaded German 

waters at the start of the war, and Kormoran had to break through to reach her first patrol area It was 

suggested that the raider either sail through the English Channel with support from captured French 

coastal batteries and the Luftwaffe, or around the Faroe Islands, but Captain Detmers chose to travel 

north of Iceland and through the Denmark Strait before heading south. The longer route was justified by 

its greater distance from British naval and aviation bases, and was thus less likely to be patrolled.The 

raider reached the strait late in the evening of 12 December, passed through it under the cover of a 

heavy storm, and entered the Atlantic by the following midday without encountering any Allied ships. 

Once having cleared the British blockade, Kormoran's instructions were to search the Atlantic Ocean for 

targets of opportunity, then relocate to the Indian Ocean and intercept and sink Allied merchant 

shipping, with additional orders to lay mines around one or more Allied ports in India or Australia. 

 

 



 

A Chart indicating the wartime cruise of the German Commerce Raider “Kormoran” together with ships 

intercepted and sunk. 

 

6th January 1941, Captain Detmers was ready to relocate 

to a point west of the Mediterranean because of a lack of 

targets, but that afternoon, Kormoran encountered the 

3,729-ton Greek freighter Antonis. The raider ordered 

the freighter to heave to and not send any wireless 

transmissions and sent a boarding party over. Antonis 

was armed with three British machine guns and loaded 

with 4,800 tons of Welsh coal. Although Germany was 

not at war with Greece, the presence of Allied weapons and cargo allowed Detmers to sink her or take 

her as a prize. The weapons, ammunition, and 29 crew were transferred to Kormoran, and the boarding 

party scuttled her at 18°17′N.  28°32′W. 

On the 18th January, as the sun was setting, Kormoran came upon the British Tanker British Union. 

Despite having been ordered to heave to, the tanker opened fire with her deck gun, however, retaliatory 



fire from the Kormoran was devastating, setting the tanker alight and forcing her crew to abandon ship. 

Nevertheless, the British Union did manage to send a distress signal stating she was under attack. The 

tanker's Master, 27 sailors, and a pet monkey were recovered from two lifeboats as the tanker sank at 

26°29′N. 31°07′W, and the raider quickly departed the scene. The distress call and glow from the fires 

attracted the attention of the armed merchant cruiser HMS Arawa, which passed through the 

engagement site around midnight in pursuit, but failed to locate Kormoran, and returned at sunrise to 

collect a third lifeboat carrying seven survivors. 

Around lunch time on 29 January, Kormoran detected a large merchantman which altered course on 

sighting the raider but returned to her original heading after Kormoran made no aggressive moves 

towards her. Captain Detmers waited until the distance between the two ships had decreased before 

the raider altered course to intercept, dropped her camouflage, and ordered the merchantman to stop. 

The ship did not comply, and after a warning shot elicited no response, Kormoran fired for effect. A 

distress signal was transmitted but jammed by the raider, and after unsuccessfully trying to break away 

from the faster German ship, the merchant vessel came to a stop and ceased attempts to transmit.The 

crew was ordered by Kormoran to abandon ship, but the merchant sailors did not comply until after the 

raider resumed fire, having observed an attempt to man the ship's stern gun. A boarding party identified 

the victim as the 11,900-ton refrigerator ship Africa Star, carrying meat and butter to England.The 

complicated configuration and damaged condition of Africa Star ruled against her capture as a prize 

ship, so after confiscating code books and other vital documents, and recovering 76 people, including 

two women, attempts were made to scuttle her. The merchantman refused to sink, and Kormoran had 

to use shells and torpedoes to send her to the bottom at 8°44′N. 24°38′W. 

The ill-fated Refrigerated Cargo Liner Africa 

Star, seen in happier times. 

Later that day, lookouts aboard the raider 

spotted a merchant ship sailing without 

lights. After sneaking up on the vessel, 

Kormoran opened fire, her first salvo 

missed, but within minutes, the target was 

heavily damaged and aflame. The ship 

transmitted a distress signal, which 

Kormoran was unable to jam completely, 

but this quickly ceased as crew members 

started to abandon ship. The raider stopped firing, but resumed when the merchantman attempted 

another transmission, and shore stations responded. Communications intercepts and the code books 

taken from Africa Star earlier that day, revealed the ship to be 

the 5,273-ton British freighter Eurylochus, with a cargo of 

bombers for Eastern Australia. The ship was torpedoed with a 

single torpedo, sinking the British ship and her cargo at 

8°15′N. 24°04′W, three and a half hours after Africa Star. A 

total of 39 Chinese and four British crew were recovered by 

the German raider before she rapidly left the area, now with 

British warships HMS Norfolk and HMS Devonshire in pursuit. 



After evading the two British Warships, Kormoran made for a point off the Cape Verde Islands, where 

she rendezvoused with the supply ship Nordmark on 7 February. During a three-day replenishment 

operation, Kormoran topped up Nordmark's supply of spare U-boat parts with components brought 

from Germany and transferred 170 of the 174 prisoners acquired thus far. 

Kormoran then set course north to the Freetown-South America shipping route and began to patrol 

near where it intersected the border of the Pan-American Security Zone. On the morning of 22 March, 

the raider encountered a tanker, which identified herself as the British vessel Agnita. Kormoran 

instructed her to stop and maintain radio silence or be fired upon. The tanker instead broke away and 

began to transmit a distress signal, which was jammed as Kormoran opened fire. Agnita surrendered 

after two salvoes, 12 British and 25 Chinese sailors were captured, along with maps of the minefields 

surrounding Freetown Harbour. Efforts to scuttle the tanker failed, and Kormoran was forced to expend 

another torpedo to sink the ship at 3°20′S. 23°40′W. 

 

The British Tanker Agnita, sunk by torpedo from Kormoran. 

Three days later, more, or less 

in the same area, another 

tanker was sighted. Kormoran 

revealed her weapons and 

fired a warning shot at the 

tanker, which initially 

attempted to flee but then 

chose to surrender when the 

morning mist lifted and 

revealed the nature of her 

attacker. The 11,309-ton 

(German-built) Canadian 

tanker Canadolite was taken 

as a prize ship, with a German 

crew taking the ship and her 44 sailors to Bordeaux, France, while the four officers were imprisoned 

aboard Kormoran. 



After replenishment and transfer of prisoners to the 

German supply ship Rudolf Albrecht, the Kormoran 

encountered another merchant ship at dawn on 9 

April, in the Freetown area. The German ship dropped 

her camouflage, increased speed, and ordered the 

freighter to stop or be fired upon. In response, the 

merchantman attempted to transmit a distress call 

(which was jammed by Kormoran) and tried to man 

her stern gun, causing the Germans to open fire. The 

freighter sustained heavy damage, as every time 

Captain Detmers ordered, or was about to order, a cease-fire, the target ship attempted to escape or 

transmit another distress signal. Eventually, the 46 survivors of the crew (five were killed in the attack) 

abandoned their burning vessel, and boarding parties were sent from the raider. She was identified as 

the 8,022-ton British freighter Craftsman, bound for Singapore, after a call at Cape Town. After scuttling 

charges failed to sink Craftsman, she was torpedoed at 0°32′N. 23°37′W. 

Upon her departure from the 

scene Kormoran headed 

south, and early on 12 April 

encountered another ship, 

Kormoran de-camouflaged, 

and fired several warning 

shots. The merchantman 

turned away and sent a 

distress signal, Radio 

operators aboard Kormoran 

were unable to jam it, but 

there was little concern as 

the transmission was an SOS 

instead of the more specific 

QQQ or RRR for a raider 

attack, while also giving the wrong navigation coordinates.  

Kormoran fired for effect, but it was not until the merchant ship's bridge was destroyed that her 35 

crew abandoned ship. A boarding party identified the ship as the 5,486-ton Greek freighter, Nicholas 

D.L. with a cargo of timber from Canada. After expending quite considerable ammunition, it was decided 

to leave the ship to sink slowly at 1°54′S. 22°12′W. 

Kormoran departed on 22nd April and spent two days changing her disguise to the Japanese freighter 

Sakito Maru before sailing into the Indian Ocean. The ship's guise was altered again on 5 June, with 

Kormoran masquerading as the Japanese merchant ship Kinka Maru, as the owners of Sakito Maru 

rarely operated in the western Indian Ocean. After patrolling around the Maldives without success, 

Kormoran sailed towards the Bay of Bengal with plans to lay mines in the approaches to Madras and 

Calcutta. 



Around sunrise of 26 June, a darkened merchant ship was spotted. Signals were sent to the ship without 

response, and after the merchantman appeared to ignore a warning shot, Kormoran opened fire and 

caused massive damage. Nine men, identifying themselves as crew from the 4,153-ton Yugoslavian 

cargo ship Velebit were recovered from a lifeboat; the lack of response was attributed to the actions of 

inexperienced Indian sailors recently embarked in Bombay. The ship was left to sink, but another eight 

sailors remained on board, and kept Velebit afloat until she ran aground on the reefs surrounding the 

Andaman Islands.  

The same afternoon, smoke from another ship was spotted by Kormoran. Maintaining a steady course 

away from the merchantman until a rain squall enveloped the raider, Kormoran then altered onto a 

converging course, and closed to within 600 yards before crossing the merchantman's bow to reach a 

favorable firing position and revealing her identity. Orders to stop were ignored, and the raider opened 

fire after a distress call was sent. Within minutes, shells from the raider destroyed the merchantman's 

wireless room and forecastle, damaged the engine room, and started several fires. Some 48 sailors, from 

the 3,472-ton Australian vessel Mareeba were recovered by Kormoran, and although a boarding party 

attempted to save the ship for use as a minelayer, the severity of damage made this impossible. The 

Australian ship was scuttled, and sank quickly at 8°15′N. 88°06′E. 

Kormoran's disguise was changed again to the Dutch freighter Straat Malakka and Kormoran then 

started patrolling the shipping routes from Fremantle to Colombo or Lombok Straits. Late on 23rd 

September, the navigational lights of a ship were sighted. After signaling the merchant ship for her 

name and nationality, which identified her as the 3,941-ton Greek freighter Stamatios G. Embiricus, the 

raider ordered her to stop and accept a boarding party. The crew aboard the Greek ship assumed they 

were being pulled up by a British warship for not observing blackout regulations, and it was not until the 

armed Germans arrived on the ship that the nature of the 'warship' was revealed. Although captured 

intact, Stamantios G. Embiricus was a coalfired ship, and did not have enough fuel to reach any 

destination other than her intended port, Colombo. The ship was scuttled at 0°01′S. 64°30′E, but while a 

lifeboat carrying the ship's Master and five crew rowed to Kormoran, a second lifeboat carrying the 

other 24 avoided capture in the dark. However, it was located and recovered the following morning. 

Plans were then laid to sail up the coast of Western Australia; the original intention was to mine 

shipping routes near Cape Leeuwin and Fremantle, but after wireless signals were detected from a 

warship (Australian heavy cruiser HMAS Canberra) escorting a convoy in the area, Captain Detmers 

decided to abandon the plan and proceed further north and mine Shark Bay as an alternative. 

By the 19th November 1941, shortly before 16:00, Kormoran was 150 nautical miles south-west of 

Carnarvon, Western Australia. At 15:55, what was initially thought to be a tall ship’s sail, was sighted off 

the port bow, although the sighting was quickly determined to be the masts of a cruiser, HMAS Sydney. 

The Australian cruiser HMAS Sydney spotted the German ship around about the same time and altered 

from her southward heading to intercept at 25 knots.  As the cruiser closed from astern, she began to 

send morse signals. The first was not answered because the Germans did not understand the coded 

Morse. HMAS Sydney repeated for half an hour, but then began to send, "You should hoist your signal 

letters", both by plain-language Morse and signal flags. After another delay, Kormoran raised flags 

reading "PKQI"—the callsign for her disguise, the Dutch merchant ship Straat Malakka — on the triatic 

stay and hoisted a Dutch civil ensign aft. 

 



Left, the Australian cruiser, HMAS Sydney, 

photographed in 1940. After receiving an 

instruction from the cruiser to make the flags 

visible, the signals officer aboard Kormoran did so 

by lengthening the halyard and swinging it around 

to the starboard side. By 16:35, with HMAS 

Sydney 8,700 yards away, the earlier 

malfunctioning engine aboard Kormoran had 

been repaired, but Captain Detmers chose to 

keep it in reserve and maintain speed. Further 

flag signals were exchanged, with HMAS Sydney 

requesting the raider's port of destination and 

cargo. 

During the exchanges and garbled distress signal from the Kormoran, HMAS Sydney positioned herself 

off the raider's starboard beam on a parallel course, approximately 1,400 yards distance from Kormoran 

with her main guns and torpedoes trained on the raider. By this time Captain Detmers knew there was 

no chance of fooling HMAS Sydney for much longer, so ordered Kormoran's disguise dropped, the 

German battle ensign raised, and for all weapons to commence firing. The raider's opening salvo 

straddled the ship, while the next four salvoes destroyed Sydney's bridge, gun direction tower, forward 

turrets, and aircraft. 

 Two torpedoes were launched simultaneously with the raider's attack, and the close proximity of the 

target allowed the use of lighter weapons to rake HMAS Sydney's flank and interfere with attempts to 

man the cruiser's secondary weapons In contrast, HMAS Sydney was only able to fire a single full salvo 

before her forward turrets were knocked out, shells from which punched through Kormoran's funnel 

and wireless room, and caused shrapnel wounds to two sailors. Kormoran's gunners shifted their aim to 

HMAS Sydney's waterline with their next three salvoes. HMAS Sydney responded from her aft turrets: 

one damaged the raider's machinery spaces and started a fire in an oil tank, while the other fired only a 

few ineffective shells. Around the time of the eighth or ninth German salvo, one of Kormoran's 

torpedoes struck HMAS Sydney forward of "A" turret, ripping a hole in her side and causing her to settle 

by the bow. After the torpedo hit, Sydney turned hard to port in what the Germans assumed was an 

attempt to ram, but the cruiser passed harmlessly astern. 

By 17:35, the Australian cruiser was heading south, heavily damaged, on fire, and losing speed, with her 

main guns destroyed or jammed facing away from their target and her secondary weapons out of range. 

Kormoran maintained her course and speed, but discontinued salvo firing; her stern guns continued to 

score hits as Sydney passed through their firing arcs. The cruiser fired torpedoes at Kormoran, but as the 

raider was turning to bring her port broadside to bear, these passed harmlessly astern. After completing 

the turn, battle damage caused Kormoran's engines to fail completely, leaving the raider dead in the 

water while HMAS Sydney continued to limp southwards. 

By the end of the half-hour engagement, the ships were both heavily damaged and on fire. Damage to 

Kormoran's engine room had knocked out the fire-fighting systems, and as it was only a matter of time 

until the oil fire reached the magazines or mine hold, Detmers ordered "abandon ship" at 18:25. All 

boats and rafts were launched by 21:00, during which a skeleton crew kept the weapons manned while 



their colleagues evacuated and the officers made preparations for scuttling. During all this, HMAS 

Sydney was seen to proceed south-southeast at low speed; she disappeared over the horizon shortly 

after the engagement, but the glow of the burning ship was seen on the horizon consistently until 22:00, 

and sporadically until midnight. 

Kormoran was abandoned and scuttled at 

midnight; she sank slowly until the mine hold 

exploded half an hour later. The German 

survivors were in five boats and two rafts: 

one cutter carrying 46 men, two battle-

damaged steel life rafts with 57 and 62 

aboard (the latter carrying Detmers and 

towing several small floats), one workboat 

carrying 72, one boat with 31 aboard, and 

two rafts, each bearing 26. During the 

evacuation, a rubber life raft carrying 60, 

mostly wounded, sank without warning; the 

three survivors were placed in other boats. 

Total German casualties were six officers, 75 

sailors, and one Chinese sailor. The image, 

above left, taken as the survivors of the Kormorant disembark in Australia, following their rescue. 

A sea and air search was conducted off the west coast of Australia for survivors of the conflict, lifeboat 

being located by various ships and the crews recovered. The search was terminated at sunset on 29 

November 1941. By this point, all the German lifeboats were accounted for, and 318 of Kormoran's 399 

personnel (including three of the four Chinese laundry workers) had survived. Conversely, none of the 

645-strong ship's company from Sydney was found, and the only definite remains found of the 

Australian warship were a damaged Carley float and a lifebelt.  

After the loss of the Kormoran on November 19th, 1941, there were no German auxiliary cruisers still 

afloat anywhere in the Pacific or Indian oceans. Keen to put pressure on the Royal Navy and force it to 

defend the sea lanes all over the world, the Kriegsmarine had already decided to send more “Hilfskreuzer” 

to prey on British merchantmen in the far reaches of the world’s oceans. 

The next raider sent on a cruise in Far-Eastern waters was the 

Thor. Known as “Schiff 10” to the Germans and “Raider E” to 

the British, Thor was one of the smallest of the raiders with a 

displacement of just under 3,800 tons. Built as a banana boat 

for the South American trade, she was due to be named Santa 

Cruz before she was requisitioned by the Kriegsmarine in the 

spring of 1939 before completion and converted into a 

merchant cruiser. The construction of this ship had been 

subsidised by the Kriegsmarine, which knew that small, fast merchantmen would make ideal auxiliary 

warships when the time came. Thor was equipped with six 150mm guns, four torpedo tubes and a suite 

of anti-aircraft guns. In June 1940 she set out on her first cruise in the Atlantic, during which she sank 12 



ships for a total of almost 100,000 ton. Thor had also survived three different encounters with Royal Navy 

armed merchant cruisers, sinking one of them, before returning to Germany in April 1941.  

Following her return to Germany from her first cruise, Thor underwent a complete refit at Kiel’s naval 

dockyard. She was given new 150mm guns and a Seetakt radar, the first to be fitted to an auxiliary cruiser. 

She retained a single Arado 196 floatplane for reconnaissance, to be piloted by Flying Officer Meyer-

Ahrens. Thor also had a new commanding officer, Kapitän zur-See Günther Gumprich. Her second cruise 

got off to an inauspicious start. Departing Kiel under a blanket of thick fog, the raider rammed the Swedish 

ore carrier Bothnia and sank her. Thor’s bows were damaged, and she had to return to Kiel for repairs.  

Departing once again on November 30th, Thor benefitted from poor weather that helped her slip through 

the English Channel before she reached La Rochelle in France. She remained there for several days before 

making an abortive attempt to break out into the Atlantic, which was thwarted by British air patrols. 

Forced to return to port, she finally left France for good on the 17th of January 1942. Turning south, Thor 

crossed the equator on February 4th and arrived at her initial patrol area in the South Atlantic by the 25th.   

A month later she came across the Greek-registered M.A. Embiricos, took off her crew, and sank her with 

a torpedo. On the 30th of March Thor shadowed a freighter for several hours before Gumprich sent his 

Ar 196 into action with orders to use a grappling hook to rip her radio antenna away. This being achieved, 

the target was unable to escape and after a brief shelling was stopped and boarded. This ship, the British 

Wellpark, was then scuttled. Two days later another British freighter, the Willesden, was dispatched in 

similar fashion, and on April 3rd the Norwegian freighter Aust was likewise sunk. A third British freighter, 

the Kirkpool, followed on the 10th.  

Thor was ordered into the Indian Ocean when the Commerce Raider Michel arrived to take over the South 

Atlantic patrol. She rounded the Cape of Good Hope on April 22nd, evading a British armed merchant 

cruiser in the process, before meeting the tanker Regensburg to re-provision and transfer prisoners. 

Consultations with the Japanese Navy had led to a division of responsibility in the Indian Ocean – I-boats 

were active in the west, where the British were about to initiate landings in Madagascar. To keep clear, 

Thor was to operate well to the southeast. 

On May 10th, 1942, Thor’s Ar 196 aircraft was airborne on patrol when it spotted a large liner. The ship’s 

crew in turn spotted the plane and prepared for an attack. Six hours later the Arado returned and initiated 

a strafing run, as well as unsuccessfully attempting to rip off the ship’s aerials. Thor soon appeared on the 

scene and shelled the vessel, but not before SOS messages were sent out. Finally, as the raider’s guns 

began to find their mark, the captain of the ship – the Nankin – stopped and order his passengers and 

crew to abandon ship. A German prize crew went aboard the liner and repaired the slight damage caused 

by a sabotage attempt, before both the Nankin and the Regensburg were sent on to Japan.  

On the 14th June Thor’s Seetakt radar picked up a target in the dark. The raider closed in to attack and 

opened fire in the darkness, quickly finding the range and landing hits on target. Almost immediately a 

fierce fire began to rage on the victim, which turned out to be the Dutch tanker Olivia. Only one survivor 

was picked up, but 12 more escaped in a boat. Eight of these survivors died before the remaining four 

washed up in Madagascar a month later.  

 



Five days later the patrolling Ar 196 came across another target and attacked with machine guns and 

bombs. A warning salvo that followed shortly afterwards from Thor convinced Captain of the Norwegian 

motor tanker Herborg to stop. She was carrying a valuable cargo of 11,000 tons of oil. A prize crew was 

sent aboard and took the tanker to Japan. On the 4th of July another Norwegian tanker, the Rossbach, 

was discovered and again a combination of strafing, bombing, and shelling brought her to a halt. She was 

in ballast, or empty, but taken as a prize, nonetheless.  

Thor gave chase to another target spotted by her lookouts on the 20th of July. The ship tried to flee from 

the raider, but also fired back with her single gun and transmitted an SOS message, necessitating a running 

fight which eventually resulted in the target’s gun crew and the radio operator being killed. On fire, the 

British freighter Indus came to a stop and 49 survivors were picked up. She was to be the Thor’s last victim. 

The raider cruised unsuccessfully off Western Australia before passing through Sunda Strait and making 

for Borneo. She briefly stopped there before heading to Japan for refit, arriving in Yokohama on October 

9th, 1942. 

Whilst moored in Yokohama, disaster struck. On the 30th November the nearby supply ship Uckermark, 

herself undergoing refit, underwent a series of explosions and caught fire. The fire quickly spread to Thor, 

the captured Nankin, and the Japanese ship Unkai Maru. All four ships were soon destroyed by the 

conflagration with 12 of the Thor’s crew being killed. Captain Gumprich survived and was soon assigned 

to another raider that would arrive in Japan early in 1943. 

Throughout World War 2, the Kriegsmarine operated a fleet of some 11 Commerce Raiders, operating in 

every theatre of war, with exceedingly high levels of success, each with their own account of thrilling 

exploits. Amongst some of the other German Commerce Raiders were, Stier, Orion, Widder, Komet, 

Michel, Hansa, and Coronel. 

At the other end of the Spectrum however, the British also used Q Ships or Armed Merchant Cruisers 

quite extensively throughout World War 2, but in a more defensive role such as in Convoy protection 

duties. Of the 57, Armed Merchant Cruisers who served with the Allies in WW2, to be used on convoy 

duties, ultimately, many of these vessels proved to be of limited value so many, particularly ocean liners, 

were later converted into troopships, a role for which they were much more suited. There were many 

extraordinary exploits of gallantry undertaken by these vessels. 

Typical of a passenger ship being converted to an Armed Merchant Cruiser, then later to a Troopship was 

the P&O liner Canton.  

The Armed Merchant Cruiser HMS 

Canton during her service as an 

Armed Merchant Cruiser, 

following her refit in 1942. Her 

extensive armament is easily 

identifiable in this image. In May 

1944 she was converted to a 

Troopship at Cape Town and 

continued in this role until August 

1947 when she was reconditioned 

and reverted to a passenger ship. 



 

An interesting image of the officers and 

men of HMS Canton observing the catapult 

launching of her Seafox seaplane. In August 

1942 she underwent a refit in Scotland, and 

equipped with a single tripod main mast, 

mounted forward of a cut down funnel. An 

extra 6in gun, 2 x 4in guns, Oerlikons. and a 

Kingfisher seaplane. She then joined the 

Eastern Fleet, first Mombasa and then 

Colombo. 

 

 

SS Carthage was an ocean liner of the P&O Company. Known as one of the "Far East Sisters", she was 

launched in 1931 to serve the company's India and Far East Mail Service, along with her sister ship, SS 

Corfu. In January 1940 she was converted to an armed merchant cruiser, to become HMS Carthage, flag 

number F99, fitted with eight six-inch guns in single mountings and two three-inch anti-aircraft guns. In 

1943 she was disarmed and re-commissioned as a troopship, a role in which she continued until the end 

of WW2 and returning to normal commercial service. 

A fine image of the SS Carthage, seen in her 

passenger ship livery, after being converted 

back to a passenger ship engaged on the UK to 

Far East service. 

 

 

 

 

Left, the SS Corfu of P&O Lines in her original 

passenger ship colors and before removal of her 

second funnel. She was the sister vessel to the 

Carthage (pictured above). She served as in this 

role as HMS Corfu until February 1944, and as a 

troop transport from then until the end of World 

War 2. On 7 October 1945 HMT Corfu (now 

converted to a Troopship) docked at 

Southampton carrying the first 1,500 British 

prisoners of war to return from Japanese camps 

in the Far East. In 1947 she was returned to her 

owners.  



She operated from Tilbury, London to Sydney and the Far East, as P&O’s SS Corfu in the 1950s. In 1961 

she was sent for demolition in Japan. 

 

 

HMS Corfu pictured as an Armed Merchant Cruiser in 

her wartime camouflage. 

 

 

 

 

The P&O ocean liner Rawalpindi built by Harland and Wolff. She was launched on 26 March 1925 and 

joined the P&O fleet in September of the same year. She was named after the city of Rawalpindi, a 

British garrison town in what is now Pakistan. She had berths for 307 First Class and 288 Second Class 

passengers and was employed on the London to Bombay service. 

The Admiralty requisitioned Rawalpindi on 26 August 1939 and had her converted into an armed 

merchant cruiser by the addition of eight elderly, 6inch guns, and two 3inch guns. She was 

commissioned and served from October 1939 in the Northern Patrol covering the area around Iceland. 

On 19 October in the Denmark Strait, HMS Rawalpindi intercepted the German tanker Gonzenheim, 

which had left Buenos Aires on 14 September. The tanker was scuttled by her crew before a boarding 

party could get on board her. 

Whilst patrolling north of the Faroe Islands on 23 November 1939, she 

investigated a possible enemy sighting, only to find that she had 

encountered two of the most powerful German warships, the battleships 

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, which had been conducting a patrol between 

Iceland and the Faroes. HMS Rawalpindi, however, was able to transmit 

the German ships' location back to the Admiralty. The German warships 

sank HMS Rawalpindi within 40 minutes. She managed to score one 

direct hit on Scharnhorst, which caused minor splinter damage. 238 men 

died on HMS Rawalpindi, including her Captain. Thirty-seven men were 

rescued by the German ships, a further 11 were picked up by HMS Chitral.                                                                         

 

Left, and above left, two images of HMS Rawalpidi after being refitted as 

an Armed Merchant Cruiser, and having one of her funnels removed. 

 

 

 



The HMS Bulolo was an armed 

merchant Cruiser of 6,267 tons. An ex-

passenger and cargo ship of the 

Burns, Philp Shipping Company 

operating in the Australia and South 

Pacific service.  

In 1939 she was requisitioned by the 

Admiralty and converted into an 

Armed Merchant Cruiser, then a 

Landing Ship Headquarters (LSH) in 

1942. She directed the landings in 

North Africa, Sicily, Anzio, and 

Normandy during World War 2. 

She had commenced her career on 19 November 1938 running between Australia, Papua New Guinea, 

Solomon Islands, New Hebrides, Norfolk, and Lord Howe Islands. In January 1940 she was engaged in 

Convoy escort duties to Freetown but over the ensuinbg 27 months she was based almost exclusively in 

the Atlantic traveling between South America, South Africa and Britain carrying troops and supplies. 

Bulolo also searched for German surface raiders and in the capture of Vichy French ships. 

From 4 April 1942 to October 1942, she was converted to an amphibious Landing Ship Headquarters 

ship. During this refit she had a sophisticated communications system installed for use in army, navy and 

air force control purposes. Her armament was sharply reduced as well. HMS Bulolo then headed to 

North Africa as the flagship of Admiral Sir Harold M. Burrough, Commander of the Eastern Naval Task 

Force to take part in Operation Torch (the invasion of North Africa) and entered Algiers Harbor on 9 

November 1942, the day after its surrender. 

On 28 April 1944, Commodore Douglas-Pennant, Naval Commander of Force "G", hoisted his flag on 

HMS Bulolo. Thereafter the Bulolo commenced training for D-Day. On 6 June 1944, Bulolo commanded 

the landing on Gold Beach, and though she was forced to relocate after receiving incoming fire from the 

German battery at Longues-sur-Mer, she remained off the beaches directing the assault. On 27 June she 

returned to Portsmouth. 

Following another refit, the HMS Bulolo was sent in 1945 to be the Headquarters Ship and flagship of 

Rear Admiral Benjamin Martin for 'Force W' off Malaya commanding the Allies retaking of South East 

Asia from Japanese forces. In September 1945, HMS Bulolo was used to accept the Japanese surrender 

in Singapore. 

Following a very colorful military period of service, on 4 December 1946 HMS Bulolo was 

decommissioned, and following refit back to her original glory as a passenger ship, returned to the 

Burns, Philp Shipping Company in 1948 to resume her commercial duties. After 161 round voyages, she 

was sold to the China Steel Corporation and scrapped at Kaohsiung, Taiwan in May 1968. 

 

 



The ship was launched iun 1922 as the Aberdeen 

and Commonwealth Line’s SS Jervis Bay, named 

after the Australian bay of that name. She was 

requisitioned by the Royal Navy in August 1939 at 

the outbreak of the Second World War and 

converted to an Armed Merchant Cruiser. 

After her acquisition and commissioning, HMS 

Jervis Bay was initially assigned to the South 

Atlantic station before becoming a convoy escort 

in May 1940, based in Bermuda. HMS Jervis Bay 

became the sole escort for the 37 merchant ships 

of Convoy HX 84 from Bermuda and Halifax, Nova 

Scotia to Britain. Unfortunately, the convoy encountered the German warship Admiral Scheer about 755 

nautical miles south-southwest of Reykjavík, the Captain of Jervis Bay, ordered the convoy to scatter, 

and set his own ship on a course towards the German warship to draw its fire. HMS Jervis Bay was 

hopelessly outgunned and outranged by the 11inch guns of the German ship, but it attacked the larger 

ship with its guns, firing more to distract the German ship from the merchantmen than with hopes of 

inflicting any damage.  

Although the German's shells ravaged HMS Jervis Bay, and her Captain wounded and many crews killed, 

the Captain and surviving crew fought on until their ship was sunk. HMS Jervis Bay’s Captain and many 

of the crew perished when the ship was ultimately sunk on 5 November 1940. HMS Jervis Bay's sacrifice 

bought enough time for the convoy to begin to scatter and allowing most of the convoy to escape. In 

recognition of his heroism, her Master was awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross. 

 

The resplendent SS Jervis Bay in her heyday as a passenger ship, engaged in the UK to Australia service. 

She provided a single class passenger service via the Suez Canal until the outbreak of World War 2. 

There were many other British Armed Merchant Cruisers, too numerous to mention in this narrative, 

each with their own history of gallantry and heroism. 



The Commonwealth dominions also contributed to the war effort with Armed Merchant Cruisers. One 

such example was the Australia with their HMAS Westralia which was an Auxiliary Cruiser of the Royal 

Australian Navy (RAN). Built by Scottish shipbuilder Harland and Wolff and completed in 1929, Westralia 

was operated by the Huddart Parker company until 1939, when she was requisitioned for service with 

the RAN as an Armed Merchant Cruiser. HMS Westralia was requisitioned for war service by the 

Australian government on 2 November 1939. 

 

A nice profile of the Armed Merchant Cruiser HMAS Westralia in her wartime configuration 

Westralia's time as an AMC was spent escorting convoys in the Pacific and Indian oceans, primarily from 

Australia and New Zealand. In early November, the ship escorted a floating dock from Brisbane to 

Darwin, then commenced patrols of the Arafura Sea. 

December 1941 Westralia with 445 troops aboard escorted SS Zealandia with another 957 troops of 

Sparrow Force from Darwin to Timor. The ships arrived Koepang without incident on 12 December. The 

two ships returned to Darwin on 16 December, then were instructed to make for Cairns, HMS Westralia 

arrived on 25 December, with 117 soldiers aboard. 

The calls to transport troops had come at short notice and feeding the soldiers had put a significant 

strain on Westralia's supplies, with the sailors spending most of December on short rations. After sailing 

to Cairns for replenishment (most of the commissaries in Darwin had been drained to supply Australian 

and Dutch forces securing the Dutch East Indies against a pending Japanese invasion), the sailors had to 

work all day to disembark the troops, and the planned evening departure was cancelled because the 

ship's floatplane could not be reembarked. HMS Westralia arrived in Darwin on 30 December, then was 

ordered to Sydney. During May 1942, HMS Westralia was present in Sydney Harbor during the Japanese 

midget submarine attack. 

Between February and May 1943, HMS Westralia was converted into a Landing Ship, Infantry (LSI. She 

was recommissioned with the pennant number C61. In this role, HMS Westralia had a capacity of 933 

soldiers, and was used primarily to transport units of the United States Army and Marine Corps. The ship 

was assigned to Port Stephens for use as an accommodation ship while the combined operations 



training school was developed. The ship took part in landings at Cape Cretin, Hollandia, Leyte Gulf, the 

Philippines and Borneo. 

Westralia sailed from Japan via Rabaul for Brisbane, due about 17 July 1946, and thereafter Sydney 

where she was to be converted to coastal passenger service. However, as she was being refitted for a 

return to civilian service, Westralia was taken up again for use as a troop transport between Sydney and 

Kure for the British Commonwealth Occupation Force (BCOF). She was not commissioned into the RAN 

for this role and operated with a civilian merchant navy crew. She ended her duties with the BCOF in 

April 1949, then was chartered as a troop carrier by the British Ministry of Transport and served in the 

Mediterranean until March 1950. Westralia was finally reconverted and returned to her owners on 27 

March 1951. Subsequently, Westralia was sold to the Asian and Pacific Shipping Co Ltd in 1959, serving 

as a livestock carrier, finally being sent for demolition in Japan in 1961. 

 

 

The handsome lines of the Westralia are very evident in this spectacular photograph, taken in the 

Brisbane River and showing the vessel in her pre-war paint scheme. 

The United Kingdom, its allies and Germany were not the only waring powers to use Armed Merchant 

Cruisers. The Japanese also adopted this type of auxiliary or armed Merchant Cruiser concept. Japan 

converted fourteen merchant ships to "armed merchant cruisers" but, by the end of 1943, five had been 

sunk and seven had been converted back to standard merchant ships. Many of their Armed Merchant 

Cruisers had exploits that rank highly amongst the annals of Japanese naval history, one such ship being 

the Aikoku Maru. 



 

The Imperial Japanese Navy’s Armed Merchant Cruiser, Aikoku Maru, seen at Singapore during 1942. 

Immediately on completion on 31 August 1941, Aikoku Maru was officially requisitioned by the Imperial 

Japanese Navy. She was converted into an armed merchant cruiser from 5 September while still ather 

builder’s shipyard, with the installation of four 15 cm/50 41st Year Type guns, two QF 12 pounder 12 cwt 

naval guns, two Type 93 13.2-mm machine guns and two twin-mount 533-mm torpedo tubes. She was 

also fitted with powerful searchlights and a crane for handling a Kawanishi E7K float plane (with one 

additional aircraft kept on board as a spare). 

On 15 October 1941, the 24th Raider Squadron, consisting of Aikoku Maru, Hōkoku Maru, and Kiyosumi 

Maru was created under the Combined Fleet.  The IJN ship Aikoku Maru and her sister ship Hōkoku 

Maru were forward deployed to Jaluit Atoll in the Marshall Islands at the end of November in 

preparation for the upcoming hostilities against the United States. 

On 13 December 1941, Aikoku Maru and Hōkoku Maru sank SS Vincent (6210 GRT), an American 

merchant vessel with a cargo of rice from Australia to Panama at 22-41 S. 118-19 E. On December, the 

reconnaissance floatplane from Aikoku Maru spotted the American freighter SS Malama (3275 GRT) en 

route to Manila. The plane failed to return, and despite searching by both Japanese vessels, no trace 

was ever found of the missing aircraft. The second floatplane reacquired SS Malama south of the Cook 

Islands on 2 January 1942, and after making a strafing attack, ordered the ship to stop. After the crew of 

SS Malama abandoned ship, she was sunk at 26-39 S. 151-24 W. Besides the missing pilot, there were 

no casualties on either side, and the mission was concluded on 20 January. The Armed Merchant 

Cruisers returned to Hashirajima in February, after disembarking their 76 POWs at Oita. 

From 16 December 1942, Aikoku Maru was reassigned back to the IJN 8th Fleet, primarily as a military 

transport to support New Guinea operations, and her aircraft were disembarked. While unloading cargo 

at Madang on 18 December, she was attacked in an air raid by B-17 Flying Fortress bombers of the 43rd 

Bomb Group of the USAAF but was not hit. She returned to Kure on 29 December 1942. 

As part of "Operation C" (the Reinforcement of New Guinea), on 5 January 1943, Aikoku Maru was again 

involved and embarked the IJAAF 209th Airfield Battalion, 14th Aerial Repair Shop and others, a total of 

691 men plus 34 vehicles at Pusan in Korea, arriving at Rabaul on 14 January. She was then sent to 



Tsingtao in Japanese-occupied China, arriving 24 January, and from there to Cebu (2 February) and Palau 

(7 February), where she loaded additional troops and cargo, delivering the reinforcements successfully 

to Wewak on 23 February. She returned to Kure on 5 April. 

On 10 July 1943, as part of a convoy including the aircraft carrier Unyō, Aokoku Maru was attacked by 

the submarine USS Halibut 170 nautical miles north of Truk Island, which fired six torpedoes. One struck 

Aikoku Maru, causing moderate damage. On her return voyage, on 15 July, she was attacked again, this 

time by the submarine USS Tinosa, whose four torpedoes all missed. She returned to Kure on 2 

September. On 6 October, Aikoku Maru returned to Tamano shipyard for repairs and refitting with 

additional weaponry, which included two 152 mm guns and four twin-mount Type 96s. The refitting 

work was completed by 31 December 1943.  

During her infamous cruises she captured the Dutch tanker Genota (7,897 GRT) 480 miles SSE of Diego 

Suarez, Madagascar, and sank MV Elysia (6757 GRT), a British freighter carrying Allied troops at 27-19 S, 

37-01 E. She captured the New Zealand registered freighter Hauraki near Ceylon. She placed a prize 

crew on board, but en route to Japan, her New Zealand engine crew managed to sabotage the cargo and 

engine spares. 

From September, Aikoku Maru was assigned to the IJN 8th Fleet and tasked with transporting the IJA 

38th Infantry Division to Rabaul for the reinforcement of Guadalcanal. After accomplishing this mission 

by 10 October, her Commerce Raiding Unit was reactivated, and Aikoku Maru transited the Sunda Strait 

into the Indian Ocean on 7 November, together with Hōkoku Maru. 

On 11 November, the raiders attacked the Dutch tanker Ondina (6341 GRT), which was accompanied by 

the minesweeper HMIS Bengal southwest of the Cocos Islands. Hōkoku Maru was closer and attacked 

first, but a shot from Ondina's 4-in guns hit Hōkoku Maru's starboard torpedo tube and detonated the 

torpedo. A fire broke out, which quickly raged out of control, causing the aft magazine to explode, 

sinking the vessel. Aikoku Maru then arrived and drove off HMIS Bengal while Ondina also attempted to 

escape. Aikoku Maru scored six hits on Ondina with her guns, but her two torpedoes missed. However, 

with their ship damaged and out of ammunition, the crew of Ondina abandoned ship. Aikoku Maru 

rescued 278 survivors of Hōkoku Maru, and returned to Penang, and from there to Singapore and 

Rabaul. Meanwhile, the crew of Ondina managed to re-enter their ship and effect repairs, escaping to 

Fremantle, Australia. 

After making an abortive run to Brown Island, she returned to Truk on 16 February to find that most of 

the capital ships had evacuated the base in anticipation of an impending American attack. Aikoku Maru 

began loading ammunition and preparing for departure to Rabaul, loading troops of the 1st Amphibious 

Brigade. However, before preparations were complete, Operation Hailstone began, with the US Navy 

Task Force 58 striking at Truk with 30 air strikes of over 150 aircraft every hour for a period of two days.  

On 21 January 1944, Aikoku Maru loaded the 629 men of the 66th Naval Guard Unit, with ammunition, 

supplies and construction materials. The convoy was attacked 300 nautical miles NW of Truk Island by 

the submarine USS Trigger, which sank the minelayer Nasami and transport Yasukuni Maru. However, 

Aikoku Maru was undamaged and reached Truk on 1 February. 

On the first day, 17 February 1944, Aikoku Maru was bombed by aircraft from the carrier USS Intrepid, 

with the first bomb exploding in the officer's wardroom, causing a fire. She was hit three more times in 



this attack and was hit again in the second attack by a torpedo which set off the ammunition in her No.1 

hold, shearing off the bow. Aikoku Maru sank in two minutes at 07°22′N 151°56′E, with most of the 945 

crew and passengers. The aircraft which dropped the torpedo on Aikoku Maru - a TBM Avenger and its 

three-man crew from Torpedo Squadron 6 were also destroyed in the explosion of the ship, which also 

engulfed their aircraft. Hence, Aikoku Maru was removed from the navy list on 30 March 1944. 

 

A fine looking Aikoku Maru in her civilian role during 1941, prior to being requisitioned by the Imperial 

Japanese Navy. 

Amongst the many types of civilian ships requisitioned by the Admiralty during times of conflict, was the 

Deepwater Trawlers. Trawlers were mainly employed in minesweeping, anti-submarine patrols and as 

boom defence vessels. A total of 266 of the chartered trawlers were lost while on active service. Before 

and during the Second World War, the Royal Navy ordered many naval trawlers to Admiralty 

specifications. Shipyards used to the building of fishing trawlers, could easily switch to building naval 

designs. As a bonus, the Admiralty could sell these trawlers to commercial fishing interests after the end 

of the war. Many were sunk during the war, such as HMT Amethyst and HMT Force. In 1940 Lieutenant 

Richard Stannard was in command of the naval trawler HMT Arab when he won the Victoria Cross for his 

actions from 28 April to 2 May 1940 at Namsos, in the Norwegian campaign. HMT Arab survived 31 

bombing attacks in five days. 

Basically, “Admiralty Trawlers” were categorized into 5 classes, namely, Basset, Tree, Dance, 

Shakespearian, and Isles Classes. 

Tree-class trawlers were a class of anti-submarine naval 

trawlers which served in the Royal Navy during the Second 

World War. They were nearly identical to the Isles-class 

trawlers, of which they are usually considered a subclass. 

Six Tree-class trawlers were lost during the World War 2: 

Almond, Ash, Chestnut, Hickory, Juniper and Pine. By the end 

of 1946, only Olive and Walnut remained in service with the 

Royal Navy. Both were sold in 1948. They had a 

Displacement of 545 tons and a complement of 40. 



HMT Foxtrot in 1942. A 

“Dance Class” trawler. 

One Dance Class 

trawler (Sword Dance) 

was a war loss, and one 

(Saltarelo) was 

transferred to Portugal 

in 1945. Four were 

transferred to Italy in 

1946: Gavotte, 

Hornpipe, Minuet and 

Two Step. None 

remained in service 

with the Royal Navy by 

the end of 1946. 

HMT Coriolanus, a 

Shakspearian Class 

trawler. The 

Shakespearian Class 

trawler was a series of 

anti-submarine naval 

trawlers of the Royal 

Navy. Ships in the class 

had a displacement of 

545 tons, a top speed 

of 12 knots and a crew 

of 40 men. The 

trawlers were armed 

with a 12-pounder 3.0 

inch anti-aircraft gun, 

three 20 mm Oerlikon 

anti-aircraft guns and 

thirty depth charges.  

 

The class was nearly identical to the Isles-class trawlers, of which they are usually considered a subclass. 

Coriolanus, Horatio, and Laertes were lost during WW2. Othello, was transferred to Italy in 1946 and 

Rosalind to Kenya, also in 1946. By the end of that year, only Hamlet and Macbeth remained in service 

with the Royal Navy, both being sold in 1947. 

Most admiralty trawlers followed a similar configuration regarding, armament, speed and manning. 

Some slight variations in design was designated by their “Class” notations. 

 



 

 

HMT Ailsa Craig of the Isles Class of Admiralty trawler. 

The Isles Class trawlers were a class of naval trawler, the type comprised 197 vessels built between 1939 

and 1945 in the nearly identical Isles, Dance, Tree and Shakespearian classes. Generally, similar to the 

Castle class naval trawlers of 1916-18, though somewhat larger, they were mainly used on 

minesweeping and harbor defence duties. Most were armed with one 12-pounder gun and three or four 

20 mm Oerlikon AA guns with 30 depth charges. In the Dance class a 4-inch AA gun was fitted in place of 

the 12-pounder, and there were six 20 mm Oerlikons in Annet, Bressay, Damsay, Fiaray, Foulness and 

Lindisfarne. Four of the trawlers were given 'Bird' names when converted to controlled minelayers in 

1943-44: Blackbird (M15), Dabchick (M22), Stonechat (M25) and Whitethroat (M03). A total of 23 of 

these trawlers were lost during the war. Six trawlers were loaned to Canada in 1942-45 and five to 

Norway in 1943-45. 

Postwar, 17 of the trawlers were disarmed as wreck disposal vessels: Bardsey (DV13), Bern (DV4), Caldy 

(DV5) Coll (DV6), Earraid (DV7), Fetlar (DV8), Flatholm (DV9), Graemsay (DV10), Lindisfarne (DV11), 

Lundy (DV12), Neave (DV14), Scalpay (DV15), Skomer (DV16), Steepholm (DV17), Switha (DV18), Tiree 

(DV19), and Trondra (DV20). At least five were employed as danlayers (laying and retrieving dan buoys 

during minesweeping operations): Imersay (J422), Sandray (J424), Shillay (J426), Sursay (J427) and 

Tocogay (J451). After decommissioning, Switha and Coll were converted to oil tank cleaning vessels for 

dockyard service in 1949-50. 

By 1949 there remained in service of this type, 31 trawlers and four controlled minelayers in the Royal 

Navy, one controlled minelayer in the Royal Canadian Navy, and four trawlers in the Royal New Zealand 

Navy. An additional 16 were in service in the Italian Navy and six in the Portuguese Navy. Most of the 

surviving Royal Navy examples were discarded in the 1950s, but a few remained until the 1960s. Two 



acquired postwar by the Federal German Navy remained in service as training vessels well into the 

1970s, with one, Trave (ex-Dochet), resold to Turkey for further service in 1977. 

The naval trawler is a concept for expeditiously converting a nation's fishing boats and fishermen into 

military assets. The United Kingdom used trawlers to maintain control of seaward approaches to major 

harbors. No one knew these waters as well as local fishermen, and the trawler was the ship type these 

fishermen understood and could operate effectively without further instruction. The Royal Navy 

maintained a small inventory of trawlers in peacetime but requisitioned much larger numbers of civilian 

trawlers in wartime. The larger and newer trawlers and whalers were converted for antisubmarine use 

and the older and smaller trawlers were converted to minesweepers. Armed trawlers were also used to 

defend fishing groups from enemy aircraft or submarines. 

During the 1982 Falklands War the Royal Navy hired a flotilla of five trawlers from Kingston-upon-Hull, 

which were hastily converted to minesweepers, as the Ton-class minesweepers then in service, were 

unsuitable for the long voyage and the heavy seas of the South Atlantic. Although employed with the 

Task Force on various other auxiliary duties, after the Argentine surrender, the trawlers were able to 

sweep ten naval mines which had been successfully laid in Port Stanley harbor, eleven others had failed 

to deploy or had broken adrift. 

Hospital Ships 

The British Royal Navy during WW2 operated 41 Hospital ships. This was far less than in WW1, but by 

1939, considerable progresses had been made in the military mobile medical units and field hospital 

were better equipped. Most of these hospital ships were requisitioned and setup for their new task, 

some were sunk during the war. The Commonwealth countries, such as Australia, Canada and New 

Zealand also operated Hospital ships on behalf of the waring Allied nations throughout World War 2.  

HMHS Letitia. SS Letitia was 

an ocean liner built in 

Scotland for service with the 

Anchor-Donaldson Line. She 

continued to serve with its 

successor company 

Donaldson Atlantic Line. At 

the start of the Second World 

War in September 1939, the 

British Admiralty 

requisitioned the ship for 

service and had it converted 

to serve as an armed 

merchant cruiser. She was 

withdrawn from this service 

in 1941 to become a troop 

ship. 

 



Badly damaged in 1943 and following repaires the HMHS Letitia was used as a hospital ship in Canada. 

She was returned to civilian service in 1946 after the end of the war. She was bought by the Ministry of 

Transport, which renamed her Empire Brent and assigned Donaldson Brothers and Black to manage her. 

She sailed on a number of voyages, at times carrying troops to the Far East, as well as being an 

emigration ship to Australia. She was briefly laid up in 1950. She was returned to service under charter 

to the Government of New Zealand as Captain Cook. She was withdrawn from service in 1960 and sold 

for scrap. 

 

HMHS Maid of Kent. Used as a hospital ship between 1939 – 40. SS Maid of Kent made her way to 

Folkestone as soon the United Kingdom declared war on Germany. She was taken over by the Royal 

Navy and designated as a hospital ship and made her way from Newhaven to Dieppe. 

Throughout May of 1940, she made several trips to and back carrying hundreds of wounded. 18 May, a 

bomb dropped nearby HMHS Maid of Kent, but she was unable to relocate, three days later, on 21 May, 

a bomb from the Luftwaffe air raid hit her engine room which cause a fire aboard the ship. She sank that 

day but was later raised by the Germans and moved into deeper water. 

 AHS Manunda was an Australian registered 

and crewed passenger ship, operated by the 

Adelaide Steamship Company, which was 

converted to a hospital ship in 1940. During 

the war Manunda saw service in both the 

Middle East and Pacific Campaigns, 

specifically New Guinea. She resumed her 

passenger duties after the war, before being 

sold to a Japanese company and finally 

broken up in 1957. 

The declaration of war saw Manunda fitted out as DEMS ship (Defensively Equipped Merchant Ship), 

under the control of the Australian Shipping Control Board. She was converted into a hospital ship at 

Sydney in compliance with the Geneva Convention Regulations and was taken over by the authorities on 



25 May 1940 and entered service as AHS Manunda on 22 July 1940. AHS Manunda sailed on a 

shakedown cruise to Darwin, Port Moresby and returned to Sydney, before heading for Suez in the 

Middle East (she made four trips to the Middle East and Mediterranean between November 1940 and 

September 1941). She was then dispatched to Darwin. On the morning of 19 February 1942, AHS 

Manunda was damaged during the Japanese air raids on Darwin, despite her highly prominent red cross 

markings on a white background. 12 members of the ship's crew and hospital staff were killed, 19 others 

were seriously wounded and another 40 or so received minor wounds. 

After a refit in Adelaide, she went to Milne Bay in Papua New Guinea, where she acted as a floating 

hospital for the Allied forces who were stationed there. She spent several nights in Milne Bay, during 

attacks by Japanese warships, but her status as a hospital ship was, on this occasion honored by 

Japanese naval units, which raked her with searchlights on three nights running. She made a total of 27 

voyages from Milne Bay to Brisbane and Sydney transporting wounded troops. As the war continued, 

she was relocated as required and she followed the Allied forces the various islands around the Pacific. 

AHS Manunda's final wartime voyage was to New Zealand transporting civilian passengers. During the 

war she carried approximately 30,000 casualties to safety. Following the Japanese surrender, AHS 

Manunda was dispatched to Singapore to repatriate ex-POWs and civilian internees who had been 

imprisoned in the notorious Changi Prison. She also sailed to Labuan in Borneo to pick up ex-POWs and 

civilian internees from Batu Lintang camp. 

AHS Manunda was decommissioned in September 1946 and refitted. She returned to service on 2 April 

1948, transporting passengers around the Australian coast. In September 1956 she was withdrawn from 

service, and she was broken up the next year in Japan, arriving in Osaka for scrapping on 18 June 1957. 

 

The AHS Manunda seen painted in her Hospital Ship colors. 



In 1923, the Blue Funnel Line, decided that a new vessel would be required to replace the ageing Charon 

on the Western Australia to Singapore trade. The vessel had to be capable of transporting a combination 

of passengers, cargo, and livestock. She also had to have a flat bottom, capable of resting on mud flats 

out of the water as the tidal variance in ports at the northern end of Western Australia was as great as 8 

meters. 

Australian Hospital Ship AHS Centaur was a 

hospital ship which was attacked and sunk by a 

Japanese submarine off the coast of 

Queensland, Australia, on 14 May 1943. Of the 

332 medical personnel and civilian crew aboard, 

268 died, including 63 of the 65 army personnel 

on board at the time. 

Centaur, pictured left, was launched in 1924 as 

a combination passenger liner and refrigerated 

cargo ship, she operated a between Western 

Australia and Singapore via the Dutch East 

Indies’ Javanese ports, carrying passengers, 

cargo, and livestock. At the start of World War 2, Centaur was placed under British Admiralty control, 

but after being fitted with defensive equipment, she was permitted to continue normal operations. In 

November 1941, the ship rescued German survivors of the engagement between Kormoran and HMAS 

Sydney. Centaur was relocated to Australia's east coast in October 1942 and used to transport supplies, 

equipment and personnel between Australia, and New Guinea. 

In January 1943, Centaur was handed over to the Australian military for conversion to a hospital ship, as 

her smaller size made her more conducive for operating in Southeast Asia. The refit was completed in 

March, and the ship undertook a trial voyage: transporting wounded from Townsville to Brisbane, then 

from Port Moresby to Brisbane. After replenishing in Sydney, now the AHS Centaur, embarked the 

2/12th Field Ambulance for transport to New Guinea, and sailed on 12 May. Before dawn on 14 May 

1943, during her second voyage, AHS Centaur was torpedoed and sunk by a Japanese submarine off 

Moreton Island, Queensland. 

The torpedo struck the port side oil fuel tank approximately 2 meters below the waterline, creating a 

hole 8 to 10 meters across, igniting the fuel, and setting the ship on fire from the bridge aft. Many of 

those on board were immediately killed by concussion or perished in the raging inferno. AHS Centaur 

quickly took on water through the place of the torpedo impact, rolled to port, then sank bow-first, 

submerging completely in less than three minutes. The rapid sinking prevented the deployment of 

lifeboats, although two broke adrift from AHS Centaur as she sank, along with several damaged life 

rafts. 

The incident resulted in public outrage as attacking a hospital ship is considered a war crime under the 

1907 Hague Convention. Protests were made by the Australian and British governments to Japan and 

efforts were made to discover the people responsible so they could be tried at a war crimes tribunal, but 

without success. The Japanese issued an official statement denying any responsibility for the attack. The 

Japanese maintained this stance after the war was over, but after many years of investigation and 



research, it was concluded that the Japanese submarine I-176 although never proved beyond doubt, 

was most likely the culprit.  

Australian politicians urged the public to use their rage to expand the war effort, and AHS Centaur 

became a national symbol of Australia's determination to defeat what appeared to be a brutal and 

uncompromising enemy. The Australian Government produced posters depicting the sinking, which 

called for Australians to "Avenge the Nurses" by working to produce materiel, purchasing war bonds, or 

enlisting in the armed forces. 

The propaganda poster which was issued by the Australian 

Authorities calling for Australians to avenge the sinking of 

hospital ship AHS Centaur. 

Torpedo attacks in Australian waters were common at this 

time, with 27 Japanese submarines operating in Australian 

waters between June 1942 and December 1944. These 

submarines attacked almost 50 merchant vessels, 20 ships 

confirmed to be sunk as result of a Japanese attack, plus 9 

more unconfirmed. This was part of a concentrated effort to 

disrupt supply convoys from Australia to New Guinea. 

  

HMHS Newfoundland departing Algiers harbor in 1943. 

HMHS Newfoundland was a British Royal Mail Ship that was requisitioned as a hospital ship in the 

World War 2. She was sunk in 1943 in an air attack whilst serving in the Mediterranean. HMHS 

Newfoundland spent the first part of World War 2 on her peacetime route, carrying wounded troops 

from the UK to Canada, and bringing the rehabilitated troops back home. 



After the Allied invasion of Italy in September 1943, HMHS Newfoundland was assigned as the hospital 

ship of the Eighth Army and was one of two hospital ships sent to deliver 103 American nurses to the 

Salerno beaches on 12 September. The hospital ships were attacked twice that day by dive bombers, 

and by evening they were joined by a third hospital ship. Concerned by the number of near misses, it 

was decided to move the ships out to sea and anchor there for the night. All three ships were brightly 

illuminated and carried standard Red Cross markings to identify them as hospital ships, and their 

protection under the Geneva Convention. 

At 5:00 a.m. on 13 September HMHS Newfoundland was hit by a Henschel Hs 293 air-launched glide 

bomb 40 nautical miles offshore of Salerno. The bomb was launched by a Dornier Do 217 bomber 

belonging to KG 100. It struck on the boat deck, abaft of the bridge. The ship was only carrying two 

patients and 34 crew members. Communications were lost but, more importantly, the firefighting 

equipment was completely destroyed. By now the ship had caught fire. There was another explosion 

and it became clear that the oil tanks had also caught fire. The injured crew left the ship and 12 crew 

members battled the fire for a further 36 hours. The ship was beyond repair and was towed further out 

to sea and intentionally scuttled the day after the attack by the destroyer Plunkett. Of the people on 

board, six of the British staff nurses and all of the medical officers had been killed. 

SS Takliwa was a 7,936 GRT cargo liner which was built in 1924 by Barclay, Curle & Co Ltd, Glasgow, for 

the British India Steam Navigation Company. She was converted to a hospital ship during World War 2, 

serving until she was wrecked in October 1945. 

HMHS Takliwa during her cruising days prior to conversion as a Hospital Ship. 

SS Takliwa was employed on the 

Calcutta, India - Japan service. In 

January 1927, she transported 

troops of the 2nd Battalion, The 

Durham Light Infantry to 

Calcutta and then to Hong Kong. 

The Chinese Civil War was then 

brewing, and the troops were 

taken on to Shanghai. 

Takliwa served on the India - 

Japan route until 1933. She then 

operated between the United 

Kingdom and Bombay, via 

Mombasa, Kenya. Takliwa was 

at Bombay when the Second World War broke. In 1940, she was requisitioned by the Ministry of War 

Transport for use as a troopship, and between September 1939 and July 1943, she sailed the Indian 

Ocean. From July 1943 to August 1944, Takliwa was mostly sailing in the Mediterranean.  On 11 

November, Takliwa was damaged in an attack on the convoy by Dornier Do 217 aircraft. She put into 

Algiers for repairs. In August 1945, she took part in Operation Dragoon, although there is no record of 

how many troops she transported as a member of Convoy TF 1.  Upon completion of Operation 

Dragoon, she continued sailing the Mediterranean until June 1945, when she returned to Bombay. 



In 1945, she was converted to a hospital ship and assisted in the repatriation of prisoners of war from 

Hong Kong to India. She departed from Hong Kong on 5 October, on what was to be her final voyage. On 

16 October, whilst repatriating ex-PoWs from Hong Kong to Madras, HMHS Takliwa ran aground at 

Indira Point, Great Nicobar, in the Andaman Islands, and caught fire. A distress call was issued which was 

answered by HMS Sainfoin. All 1,083 people on board were rescued. HMHS Takliwa burnt out and broke 

up, she became a total loss. 

Events in Greece hastened the completion of the 

conversion of the Maunganui to a hospital ship. The 

Prime Minister urged the supervising committee to 

day-and-night efforts to expedite her departure, and 

the DGMS was given a free hand to purchase all the 

medical and surgical equipment necessary without 

having to await the approval of the Purchasing 

Board. The estimated date for completion had been 

15 May, but the ship was got ready by 21 April 1941.  

This was made possible only by expeditious work in 

the conversion of the ship and the fortunate 

procurement of equipment, some of which was not available in New Zealand. In the meantime, the 

British hospital ship Somersetshire had transported invalids to New Zealand from the Middle East in 

March 1941. 

The Maunganui under the terms of her requisition, was manned and operated by the Union Steam Ship 

Company of New Zealand Ltd., the deck, engine, and providore departments being staffed by the 

company’s officers and the ratings being drawn from the New Zealand maritime unions. The medical 

personnel were selected by the Director-General of Medical Services and the sisters were appointed 

from the New Zealand Army Nursing Service by the Matron-in-Chief. 

The staff of 104 medical officers, nursing sisters, and orderlies had been assembled at Trentham Military 

Camp. On 18 and 21 April they embarked and on 22 April 1 NZHS Manganui left Wellington for Suez. 

The NZHS Maunganui was not a unit of 2 NZEF and the staffing and equipping of the ship remained a 

New Zealand Army Medical Headquarters’ responsibility throughout the war. The NZHS Manganui 

arrived at Suez on 22 May 1941  

The NZHS Maunganui was held at Suez until 10 June 1941 in order to take casualties from Greece, and 

Crete. Invalids embarked for the voyage to New Zealand numbered 338. An allocation of forty beds was 

made to the AIF, in view of the fact that on each voyage of the Australian hospital ship some beds were 

reserved for New Zealanders. Thus, on her first voyage the NZHS Maunganui took back a full load of 

patients, including many of the casualties from the Division’s first major actions. On the succeeding 

fourteen voyages she was always a full ship on her homeward run. On her outward trips, too, it was 

customary to pick up British invalids at Colombo and Bombay and take them to Egypt, where they were 

transferred to a British hospital ship. Apart from about six weeks in 1942 when she was laid up for 

overhaul, and a period in 1943 when, because of an accident to one of her propellers, she was taken 

from North Africa to the United Kingdom for repairs, the NZHS Maunganui rendered continuous service. 



The NZHS Maunganui alone, was not sufficient to bring back to New Zealand all the invalids from the 

Middle East, especially after campaigns where casualties were heavy. Valuable assistance was rendered 

by the Australian hospital ship Wanganella, which carried many hundreds of New Zealanders, and by 

the Netherlands hospital ship Oranje. 

NZHS Maunganui spent much of 1945 with the British Pacific Fleet. On her fifteenth voyage, beginning 

on 17 March 1945, the ship was diverted at Melbourne from the Middle East to the Pacific, and she 

went on to Sydney, to Manus Island, to Leyte Island, where the ship functioned as a general hospital, 

from 13 April to 21 May before returning to Wellington. Leaving Wellington on 28 June, the ship again 

headed for the Pacific and was the medical center for the British Pacific Fleet at Manus Island from 7 July 

to 18 August before moving on to Hong Kong and Formosa with the American Task Force 111, to pick up 

patients from among the prisoners of war released from the Japanese. Most of these patients were 

brought back to New Zealand on her return on 8 October. 

While at Leyte in the Philippine Islands on the fifteenth voyage the ship admitted 342 patients, most of 

them from other ships in the Fleet, which was anchored around the NZHS Maunganui. The ship was 

used as a naval auxiliary hospital, half of the fleet being allotted to it and the other half to HMHS 

Oxfordshire. Patients were discharged to their own ship or, if this had sailed, to a ship which acted as a  

depot. Some serious cases were transferred to ships going to Sydney, and patients were also brought 

back to Sydney in the hospital ship when she returned. 

At Manus on the sixteenth voyage the ship admitted and discharged 242 patients before sailing to Hong 

Kong, where 111 patients were embarked. Then 108 patients were embarked at Kiirun, Formosa, and 

later another 156 at Manila on the voyage south again. A few were discharged at Hong Kong, Formosa 

and Manila, but 362 were brought back to New Zealand where, except for some Australians immediately 

transferred to a United States hospital ship to go to Sydney, they received hospital and convalescent 

treatment before being finally repatriated to their own countries, most of them to the United Kingdom 

by the NZHS Maunganui on 23 November. The patients embarked at Hong Kong included civilians as 

well as service patients, and many of those embarked at Formosa were British service personnel who 

had been taken prisoner at the fall of Singapore. Those embarked at Manila included many Australians 

from a United States hospital and a prisoner-of-war reception depot. They all rapidly increased their 

weight and improved in health on the hospital ship, whose staff was kept busily occupied in their 

treatment. The NZHS Maunganui took the ex-prisoners of war to the United Kingdom on her final 

voyage beginning on 23 November 1945 and ending on 20 March 1946, when she brought back to New 

Zealand the last of 2 NZEF invalids from Italy and Egypt. By which time the number of patients carried, 

numbered 5677. 

In 1945 assistance in the return of invalids to New Zealand was given by several British hospital ships, 

which had throughout the war also carried New Zealand battle casualties on the lines of communication 

on the North African and Palestine coasts and across the Mediterranean from Italy. Altogether, with the 

NZHS Maunganui as the mainstay and with the help of the Oranje and Wanganella and other Allied 

hospital ships, a creditable record was maintained in the evacuation of sick and wounded throughout 

the war. 



 

AHS Wanganella pictured after conversion to a Hospital Ship in 1941 

MV Wanganella was another Australian passenger ship, of 9,576 grt. Her conversion to a hospital ship 

was completed on 19 May 1941 and her first voyage as HMAHS was to Singapore in July 1941 carrying 

the 2/13th Australian General Hospital. The next voyage was to Suez to collect wounded for return to 

Sydney and Brisbane. AHS Wanganella was at Port Tewfik during the bomb attack which seriously 

damaged and burnt out the British liner Georgic. After two more voyages to the Middle East the ship 

was ordered to Port Moresby in May 1942 to collect injured for return to Australia, and to transport US 

casualties from Townsville to the US 4th General Hospital which was temporarily housed in the newly 

constructed replacement for the Royal Melbourne Hospital. 

On her 13th voyage AHS Wanganella departed from Sydney in March 1944 for Bombay. She was in that 

port when the British ammunition ship Fort Stikine exploded on 14 April 1944. The explosion caused vast 

damage to local infrastructure and to the local population as well as shipping in the area. For one week 

AHS Wanganella’s medical team and crew worked around the clock helping all of those who had been 

injured. The ship was undamaged but total deaths from the incident were reported as being about 

3,000. 

After Italy surrendered AHS Wanganella was sent to Taranto to collect New Zealand Forces patients, 

then made voyages to Darwin, Torokina, the Solomon Islands, Bouganville and Morotai where she 

collected ex POWs and civilian internees. Three more round trips to the New Guinea area followed 

before AHS Wanganella was returned to commercial use in December 1946. During her period as a 

Hospital Ship she travelled 251,611 nautical miles and carried 13,389 patients. She was scrapped in 

1970. 

 



RFA Argus is a ship of the Royal Fleet 

Auxiliary operated by the Ministry of 

Defence under the Blue Ensign. 

Italian-built, RFA Argus was formerly 

the container ship MV Contender 

Bezant. The ship was requisitioned 

in 1982 for service in the Falklands 

War and purchased outright in 1984 

for a four-year conversion to an 

Aviation Training Ship, replacing RFA 

Engadine. In 1991, during the Gulf 

War, she was fitted with an 

extensive and fully functional 

hospital to assume the additional 

role of Primary Casualty Receiving Ship. In 2009, the PCRS role became the ship's primary function. RFA 

Argus is due to remain in service until 2024. As the ship is armed and is not painted in the required 

white with red crosses, the Geneva Convention prevents her from being officially classified as a hospital 

ship. The ship's capabilities make her ideally suited to the humanitarian aid role and she has undertaken 

several of these missions. The Royal Navy has occasionally described her as a "support ship/helicopter 

carrier", rather than a PCRS.  

During times of war RFA Argus acts as a floating hospital with two fully equipped wards and mortuary. 

The hospital was utilized in this way off the coast of Freetown in 2000–01, in support of British 

operations against the rebel West Side Boys. 

A project to replace RFA Argus called the “Joint Casualty Treatment Ship” was put on hold in December 

2001 after passing initial approval. The Integrated Project Team managing the project was subsequently 

disbanded in 2005. RFA Argus was most recently stationed at her home port of Falmouth in Cornwall, 

England, though being an RFA ship means that she also uses the former naval dockyard on Portland in 

Dorset, England. 

In 2003 Argus was deployed again to the Gulf as a Primary Casualty Reception Ship during Operation 

Telic. A 33ship fleet, supported a British amphibious assault of the Al-Faw Peninsula. 

In 2008 she deployed to the Middle East to act as a platform for Sea King ASaC7 helicopters. On 13 July, 

the ships of the deployment group seized 23 tonnes of narcotics in the Persian Gulf. 

Royal Navy Rescue Tugs 

Some of the hardest working Royal Navy vessels of World War 2 were the Naval Rescue Tugs. Admiralty 

tugs were built to Navy specifications, and standardized where possible to a single design, though this 

was based on a civilian type. In this they followed the pattern of other auxiliary vessels, such as the 

Admiralty trawlers, and the Flower class corvettes. They were built by shipyards specializing in tug 

construction, and thus incorporated merchant rather than navy features, such as an enclosed bridge, 

and wooden superstructure. However, it was specified they be armed and equipped with good radio. 



Some, much larger tugs, some of 1,000 tone and more, were used as recue tugs and were for bringing in 

war-damaged vessels. In practice the harbor tugs helped with this as well. The tugs worked closely with 

the Navy’s Salvage Department, rescue tugs would tow in disabled but still floating ships; salvage vessels 

would, if possible, raise and patch sunken ones for the tugs to tow into a port where they could be 

properly repaired. These vessels were very active in the Western Approaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HMRT Caroline Moller was a Saint Class Rescue Tug launched in 1919 by Livingstone & Cooper. 

Requisitioned by the Royal Navy during the Second World War and was sunk by German Motor Torpedo 

Boats off Cromer on 7 October 1942. 

 

HMRT Enforcer. There were six Admiralty-designed Fleet Tugs in this Class, three of which saw service as 

RFA’s. As completed, they were armed with 1 x 12 pdr AA gun, 1 x 2 pdr AA, 2 x 20 mm AA and 4 x .303 

machine guns. They had a bollard pull of 16 tons and a complement of 33. 22 July 1944 launched by 

Cochrane & Sons Ltd, Selby, named HMS Enforcer. 10 November 1950 sailed Harwich to Torbay arriving 

12 November 1950. On 9 July 1963 purchased for scrap for £6,266 by Jas A. White & Co Ltd, St David’s 

Harbor, after parting her moorings and stranding on rocks near the Forth Bridge where she was 

wrecked.         



HMRT Jaunty was an Assurance 

Class Recue Tug built by Cochrane & 

Sons Shipbuilders, Selby and 

launched on the 11th of June 1941. 

HMRT Jaunty was active in carrying 

out convoy duty in the English 

Channel and then took part in 

towing casions from East India 

Docks to Beachy Head for what 

would subsequently be the 

Mulberry Harbor. HMRT Jaunty was 

assigned to rescue duties and was 

on the first wave of the D-Day landings leaving the Solent on 5 June 1944. She played an active part in 

pre-landings off Arromanches, Normandy. After seven months on the France and Germany campaign 

HMRT Jaunty returned to rescue duty in North Atlantic convoys until the end of hostilities in Europe. 

She escorted surrendered German U-Boats to Loch Eriboll. In October 1945 she towed a Floating crane 

to Ceylon and spent the next year in the Far East as part of SEAC. She paid-off at Harwich in January 

1947. TID was a standardized British design for a tugs drawn up and built during the Second World War. 

One hundred and eighty were built for the Ministry of War Transport.       

 

 

HMRT Prosperous was an Assurance Class Recue Tug, launched by Cochrane & Sons Ltd, Selby, in 1942. 

In 1968 she was sold by the Navy and purchased by Seka SA, Piraeus and renamed Captain Spyromilios 

and subsequently saw employment as a Pilot Cutter at Piraeus, Greece. On 23 August 1980 she arrived 

at United Shipbreakers, Eleusis to be broken up. 

 



 
HMRT Tancred, underway probably photographed in the Great Lakes around the time of her delivery in 

February 1943 to the Royal Navy. 

Laid down, 2 September 1942, as Gulfport Hull 207, at Gulfport Boiler & Welding Works, Port Arthur, TX. 

She was launched, 1 January 1943, delivered to the US Navy and transferred to Great Britain, 18 

February 1943, under the Lend Lease Act. 

Commissioned into the Royal Navy as His Majesty's Rescue Tug HMRT Tancred and transferred to the 

Commonwealth of Australia Salvage Board and commissioned into the Royal Australian Navy as HMAS 

Tancred. The tug was returned to US custody in September 1945 and decommissioned) 23 February 

1946. The tug was sold by the Maritime Commission Foreign Liquidation Sales, 2 August 1948, to 

Australia, where she worked under commercial contracts until 1998, when she was sent for demolition. 

 

HMAS Tancred at Port Adelaide, 

circa 1944 here she worked 

whilst under Australian control. 

 

 

 

 



Infantry Transport and Landing Ships 

Landing Ship, Infantry (LSI) were ships used to carry, deploy, ferry, and coordinate the landing of troops 

ashore. Some of the LSIs were commissioned into the Royal Navy, received navy crews, and flew the 

White Ensign, while most retained their civilian crews and flew the Red Ensign. Royal Navy LSIs had 

Royal Navy landing craft flotillas assigned to them until 1943, when a proportion of landing craft flotillas 

were manned by Royal Marine crews. Merchant Navy LSIs would have Royal Navy gunners for the anti-

aircraft equipment, and Royal Navy officers and ratings operating the ship’s flotilla of landing craft.  

Some of the LSIs were commissioned into the Royal Navy, received navy crews, and flew the White 

Ensign, while most retained their civilian crews and flew the Red Ensign.[25] Royal Navy LSIs had Royal 

Navy landing craft flotillas assigned to them until 1943, when a proportion of landing craft flotillas were 

manned by Royal Marine crews. Merchant Navy LSIs would have Royal Navy gunners for the anti-aircraft 

equipment, and Royal Navy officers and ratings operating the ship’s flotilla of landing craft. [26] 

Generally, these divisions of personnel did not cooperate or share in each other's work responsibilities. 

Some LSI’s were constructed in the United States and chartered by the British MoWT or seconded to the 

Royal Navy. Many were returned to their American origins at the conclusion of WW2. However, some 

were retained by the RN and continued in service for some years, others that had been requisitioned by 

the Admiralty were returned to their owners to resume normal commercial activities. 

 

The HMS Empire Spearhead (LSI) 

photographed at Trinity Beach, 

Queensland, Australia, in October 

1945. 

HMS Empire Spearhead was a Type 

C1-S-AY-1 Infantry Landing Ship (LSI) 

chartered by the British Ministry of 

War Transport (MoWT) during 

World War 2. She was built by 

Consolidated Steel Corporation, 

Wilmington, California, and 

launched as Cape Girardeau and 

completed as Empire Spearhead.  

 

In 1945, she was transferred to the Royal Navy and was later renamed HMS Ormonde. Later that year 

she was transferred back to the MoWT and renamed Empire Spearhead. In 1947, she was transferred to 

the United States Maritime Commission and renamed Cape Girardeau. The ship was laid up in 1950 and 

renamed Empire Spearhead. 



  

 

HMS Glengyle was a 9,919 GRT 

cargo ship that served in the 

Second World War as an 

Infantry Landing Ship (large) of 

the Royal Navy. She carried 

Commonwealth and other Allied 

troops in amphibious operations 

in all theaters of conflict. 

 

 

 

Glengyle was built by Caledon Shipbuilding & Engineering Company, for the Glen Line. In 1938, whilst 

Glengyle and her sisters, Glenearn, Glenroy, and Breconshire were being built, the Inter-Service 

Training and Development Centre determined that they would be ideal for infantry landing ships. This 

class of four fast passenger and cargo liners then under construction, were intended for the Far East 

trade. The Admiralty acquired Glengyle shortly after her launch, and she was converted into a fast 

supply ship. During April and June 1940, she underwent further conversion into an infantry landing ship 

capable of transporting an embarked force of up to 34 officers and 663 other ranks and carrying 12 

LCAs, and 1 LCM stored in chocks on deck, which was launched by 30-ton derricks. She was accepted 

into service on 10 September 1941. 

HMS Glengyle participated in the Bardia raid on 19–20 April 1941, and later that month was involved in 

the evacuation of Greece. She evacuated some 4,500 troops from Porto Rafti, and in May, carried 

another 3,000 troops to Crete. Later in May, she and the Cameronia evacuated 6,000 Argyll and 

Sutherland Highlanders as part of the evacuation of Crete. On 8 June, HMS Glengyle was operating with 

the cruisers HMS Phoebe, HMAS Perth, and HMS Calcutta at the start of the Syria-Lebanon Campaign. By 

January 1942, she was part of the Malta Convoys, carrying supplies from Alexandria, before returning to 

Britain in April for preparations for the Dieppe Raid. 

HMS Glengyle returned to the Mediterranean in November, where she was used to transport US troops 

for the Operation Torch landings and was also involved in the Allied invasion of Sicily in 1943. After 

transporting troops to Salerno in September, HMS Glengyle sailed to Bombay, but was then reassigned 

to participate in Operation Shingle, the landings at Anzio. After this had been completed, she was 

refitted at Liverpool, where her LCA capacity was increased to 24 by the fitting of luffing davits and 

inboard cradles for the additional craft. Room was found to berth an additional LCM on deck and a new 

50ton derrick was installed. HMS Glengyle's next voyage following refit was transporting the 5th 

Airborne Brigade to Bombay. She was at Trincomalee in August, and in company with the Union-Castle 

Line's Llanstephan Castle, she transported 3 Commando Brigade to Hong Kong, arriving shortly after the 

end of the War. 



HMS Glengyle was transferred to the Australian Naval Board in October 1945, landing a garrison at 

Singapore, as well as repatriating Australian troops from South-East Asia. She transported a garrison to 

Kure in January 1946, before returning home with liberated British prisoners of war from Manila. 

Glengyle was returned to the Glen Line on 17 July, and after being refitted for a return to merchant 

service, re-entered service on 3 March 1948. She was transferred to Blue Funnel Line in October 1970 

and was renamed Deucalion, but by June 1971 she had been broken up at Kaohsiung. 

 

HMAS Kanimbla at the Port of 

Freemantle, Australia in 1945. 

HMAS Kanimbla was a passenger ship 

converted for use as an armed merchant 

cruiser and landing ship infantry during 

World War II. Built during the mid-1930s 

as the passenger liner MV Kanimbla for 

McIlwraith, McEacharn & Co, the ship 

operated in Australian waters until 1939, 

when she was requisitioned for military 

service, converted into an armed 

merchant cruiser, and commissioned in 

the Royal Navy as HMAS Kanimbla. 

Initially used to board and take control of merchant vessels belonging to Occupied Europe and operating 

in Asian waters, Kanimbla led the raid to capture the Iranian port of Bandar Shahpur in August 1941 and 

was present during the covert Japanese midget submarine attack on Sydney Harbour in 1942. In 1943, 

the ship was converted into a Landing Ship Infantry, transferred to the Royal Australian Navy, and 

operated throughout the South West Pacific Theatre until the end of the war. 

Initially used to board and take control of merchant vessels belonging to Occupied Europe and operating 

in Asian waters, HMAS Kanimbla led the raid to capture the Iranian port of Bandar Shahpur in August, 

1941, and was present during the covert Japanese midget submarine attack on Sydney Harbour in 1942. 

In 1943, the ship was converted into a Landing Ship Infantry, transferred to the Royal Australian Navy, 

and operated throughout the South West Pacific Theatre until the end of the war. Kanimbla was 

decommissioned and returned to her commercial owners in 1950. In 1961, she was sold to the Pacific 

Transport Company and renamed “Oriental Queen”. The ship operated as a liner throughout the Pacific 

and to Japan until 1973, when she was sold for demolition. 

 

MV Kanimbla in her civilian colors 

as an Australian passenger liner, 

before and after, World War 2. 
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